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Introduction  

If you look up into a clear night sky, you can 
see the planet Jupiter. After Earth s moon, 
Venus and sometimes Mars, it is the brightest 
object in the heavens. It looks like a very 
bright object but it doesn t twinkle like a star. 
It has a bright, steady glow.  

Because Jupiter can be seen from Earth, 
people have observed it for thousands of 
years. Ancient civilizations had no way of 
knowing that they were really looking at a 

planet, but they knew that it was different from the stars. They knew it was 
different because, unlike the stars, it seemed to move across the sky in a 
unique way. In fact, the word planet comes from the Greek word for 
wanderer.

  

Photograph of Jupiter (left), Saturn (lower right) and 
the Pleiadies (M45, top).  Note star points around 
Jupiter, caused by camera stop in this timed photo. 
Source: NASA / Astronomy Picture of the Day, 
March 22, 2001.  
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It was not until the invention of the telescope 
in the early 1600s that people were able to 
take a closer look at Jupiter. When the Italian 
astronmer Galileo Galilei turned his 
homemade telescope toward Jupiter in 1610, 
he saw a huge striped world with moons of its 
own. However, not much else was discovered 
about the giant mysterious planet for hundreds 
of years.  

In the 1970s, the Pioneer spacecraft were sent 
to Jupiter. There were soon followed by the 
two Voyager missions an eventually by 
Galileo, the spacecraft named after the astronomer, which was launched in 
1989.    

 

Galileo Galilei (public domain image)
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What has been learned about the planet from these 
missions is truly amazing. Jupiter isn t a planet as we 
normally think of one it s actually a giant ball made 
completely, or almost completely, of liquid and gas. It 
has more moons than any other planet and is often 
viewed as its own mini solar system. The size of the 
planet is astounding, encompassing two-thirds of all 
the planetary mass in the solar system.  

The environment of Jupiter is one of powerful 
storms, incredible lightning, deadly radiation, and 
winds many times faster than those of the 
strongest hurricanes on Earth. Scientists continue 
to be fascinated by the planet.  
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However, it is not just the planet that interest scientists 
and astronomers today. The moons, or satellites, of 
Jupiter are also subjects of intense study. And with sixty-
three moons discovered so far, there is a lot to be 
learned.  

Lately, much attention has been focused on the fact that 
liquid water has been detected on several of Jupiter s 

moons, suggesting that the moons may have or once have had some form 
of life since water is necessary for life as we know it. Europa, the sixth 
moon from Jupiter, is considered by many to be, along with Mars, among 
the likeliest places outside of Earth to find evidence of life.  

All the planets in our solar system are fascinating, and each is unique. 
Let s take a look at what makes Jupiter different from the rest. 
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Ancient civilizations followed and charted the movement of Jupiter across 
the skies long before the invention of the telescope. When the telescope 
was invented in the early 1600s, people were able to get a closer look. It 
wasn t until the 1970s, however, that any detailed information was known 
about the giant planet.  

The Pioneer Missions  

In March 1972, the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA) launched the 
spacecraft Pioneer 10. Its mssion was to 
photograph Jupiter and its satellites and to 
gather information and data. This would be the 
first probe to attempt to pass through the 
asteroid belt, a dense path of asteroids between 
Mars and Jupiter. Many wondered whether it could be done. To 
everyone s great relief, Pioneer 10 passed safely through the asteroid belt 
and arrived at Jupiter in December 1973. 
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Pioneer 10 traveled to within 81,000 miles (130,354 
kilometers) of the clouds at the top of Jupiter s 
atmosphere. It took the first close-up images of 
Jupiter and its moons before heading toward the outer 
solar system. It took measurements of the radiation 
belts, atmosphere, and magnetosphere, the 
surrounding region of space that is dominated by the 
objects magnetic field. It continued making 
important scientific observations in the outer solar 
system until its official mission ended 1997.  

Even after its mission ended, scientists continued to track to probe. 
Pioneer 10 s last signal was received in January 2003. Even though its 
power source is gone, the probe will continue to travel silently through 
space, In 2 million years it will pass near the first object in its path: the 
star Aldebaran in the constellation Taurus.  

 

Pioneer 10 image of Jupiter,  
December, 1973. Image credit: NASA
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Pioneer 11 was launched in April 1973. Its 
mission was to investigate Jupiter, Saturn, and 
the outer solar system. It passed closer to Jupiter 
than Pioneer 10, coming within 27,000 miles 
(43,452 km) of the cloud tops, and sent back 
more photos of Jupiter and its moons. It also 
gathered information about the planet and its 

satellites, its magnetosphere, and solar wind. It then used the gravity of 
Jupiter to adjust its course and head to Saturn. 
      

The last transmission from Pioneer 11 was received in 1995 and 
communication is no longer possible. We do know, however, that the first 
object it will come close to is a star in the constellation Aquila. The trip 
will take 4 million years! 
     

In addition to the numerous photos and information that the Pioneer 
spacecraft were able to obtain, they showed that travel through the asteroid 
belt was possible. This paved the way for a long line of spacecraft to be 
sent out to investigate and explore the universe.  
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The Voyager Missions  

In August 1977, Voyager 2 was launched. Sixteen 
days later, Voyager 1 was launched. However, 
because of the different paths the probes would 
take, Voyager 1 would reach Jupiter first. The 
mission objectives of these probes were to 
investigate Jupiter s atmosphere and the 

magnetosphere. They were also scheduled to analyze the satellites of 
Jupiter and Saturn, to study the ring system of Saturn, an dto search for a 
possible ring system around Jupiter.  

Voyager 1 reached Jupiter on March 
5, 1979, and discovered that Jupiter 
does indeed have rings. Voyager 2 
was quickly reprogrammed to take a 
closer look when it arrived at Jupiter 
on July 9, 1979. Both probes sent 
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back stunning photos and scientific data, and continued on to Saturn and 
to the outer solar system.  

Voyager 2 completed what is called the Grand Tour, visiting Jupiter, 
Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. So far, it is the only spacecraft to have 
visited Uranus and Neptune.  

The Voyager probes are still sending back information, and their missions 
to explore space outside the solar system are still in progress. Voyager 1 is 
now the farthest away of all man-made objects. On November 5, 2003, it 
reached a distance of 8.4 billion miles (13.5 billion km) from the Sun. 
Both spacecraft have enough power to continue sending information until 
approximately 2020.  
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Pioneer and Voyager Spacecraft, Each a Message in a Bottle 

 
Each of the Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft is carrying a message in case 
any type of intelligent life ever intercepts it. The Pioneer spacecraft are 
both carrying a plaque with pictures of Earth and earthlings (left). The 
Voyager spacecraft are both carrying recorded messages, which include 
greetings in more than fifty-five languages, sounds and music from our 
planet, and a message from President Jimmy Carter

 

(cover of recording, 
right). 

 

                         

 

PioneerPlaque.JPG                                                                      VoyagerCover.jpg
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Music On Voyager Record 

  
Bach, Brandenburg Concerto No. 2 in F. First Movement, Munich Bach Orchestra, Karl Richter, conductor. 4:40  

 
Java, court gamelan, "Kinds of Flowers," recorded by Robert Brown. 4:43  

 
Senegal, percussion, recorded by Charles Duvelle. 2:08  

 
Zaire, Pygmy girls' initiation song, recorded by Colin Turnbull. 0:56  

 
Australia, Aborigine songs, "Morning Star" and "Devil Bird," recorded by Sandra LeBrun Holmes. 1:26  

 
Mexico, "El Cascabel," performed by Lorenzo Barcelata and the Mariachi México. 3:14  

 

"Johnny B. Goode," written and performed by Chuck Berry. 2:38  

 

New Guinea, men's house song, recorded by Robert MacLennan. 1:20  

 

Japan, shakuhachi, "Tsuru No Sugomori" ("Crane's Nest,") performed by Goro Yamaguchi. 4:51  

 

Bach, "Gavotte en rondeaux" from the Partita No. 3 in E major for Violin, performed by Arthur Grumiaux. 2:55  

 

Mozart, The Magic Flute, Queen of the Night aria, no. 14. Edda Moser, soprano. Bavarian State Opera, Munich, Wolfgang Sawallisch, 
conductor. 2:55  

 

Georgian S.S.R., chorus, "Tchakrulo," collected by Radio Moscow. 2:18  

 

Peru, panpipes and drum, collected by Casa de la Cultura, Lima. 0:52  

 

"Melancholy Blues," performed by Louis Armstrong and his Hot Seven. 3:05  

 

Azerbaijan S.S.R., bagpipes, recorded by Radio Moscow. 2:30  

 

Stravinsky, Rite of Spring, Sacrificial Dance, Columbia Symphony Orchestra, Igor Stravinsky, conductor. 4:35  

 

Bach, The Well-Tempered Clavier, Book 2, Prelude and Fugue in C, No.1. Glenn Gould, piano. 4:48  

 

Beethoven, Fifth Symphony, First Movement, the Philharmonia Orchestra, Otto Klemperer, conductor. 7:20  

 

Bulgaria, "Izlel je Delyo Hagdutin," sung by Valya Balkanska. 4:59  

 

Navajo Indians, Night Chant, recorded by Willard Rhodes. 0:57  

 

Holborne, Paueans, Galliards, Almains and Other Short Aeirs, "The Fairie Round," performed by David Munrow and the Early Music 
Consort of London. 1:17  

 

Solomon Islands, panpipes, collected by the Solomon Islands Broadcasting Service. 1:12  

 

Peru, wedding song, recorded by John Cohen. 0:38  

 

China, ch'in, "Flowing Streams," performed by Kuan P'ing-hu. 7:37  

 

India, raga, "Jaat Kahan Ho," sung by Surshri Kesar Bai Kerkar. 3:30  

 

"Dark Was the Night," written and performed by Blind Willie Johnson. 3:15  

 

Beethoven, String Quartet No. 13 in B flat, Opus 130, Cavatina, performed by Budapest String Quartet. 6:37 
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Ulysses and Cassini  

Not all of our information and photos of the Jovian system (Jupiter and its moons) came 
from missions focusing on Jupiter. Sometimes information is gathered from missions to 
other planets or celestial bodies.  

Ulysses is a joint project between NASA and 
European Space Agency (ESA), and organization of 
fifteen European countries devoted to space 
exploration. Launched in October 1990 from the 
space shuttle Discovery, the spacecraft s mission 
was to study the polar regions of the sun. However, 
in order to reach the necessary orbit, it needed to get 
a gravity assist from Jupiter. (A gravity assist is 
when a spacecraft falls into a planet s orbit and uses 
the planet s gravity to speed the spacecraft up sort 

of like a gravity slingshot.) Ulysses passed Jupiter in February 1992 and sent back 
remarkable information about its magnetosphere, radiation, and Io, one of its moons.  
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Cassini is another example of one of these missions. Cassini 
is a joint project of NASA, the ESA, and the Italian Space 
Agency, and it was launched in October 1997 to Saturn. On 
its voyage to Saturn, it also needed a gravity assist from 
Jupiter. It flew by Jupiter in December 2000. It sent back 
about 26,000 images over a six-month period and provided 
a wealth of information about the planet, its rings, and its 
moons. Cassini will arrive at Saturn in 2004.  

 Cassini portrait of Jupiter. Image Credit: NASA
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Galileo  

Galileo was one of NASA s most ambitious projects. 
It actually consisted of two parts, an orbiter and an 
atmospheric probe. It was launched in October 1989 
from the space shuttle Atlantis and began its long 
journey to Jupiter. Its flight path required a gravity 
assist from Venus and two from Earth to gain speed. 
The spacecraft was able to make detailed observations 
about these planets, the moon, and the asteroid belt.  

In July 1994, Galileo was able to witness one of the most spectacular shows in the solar 
system. Fragments of the comet Shoemaker-Levy 9, which had broken apart when it flew 
close to Jupiter in 1992, crashed into the planet. This was the first time that anyone 
witnessed the collision of two solar system bodies. The comet fragments hit the planet 
with the force of thousands of nuclear bombs in an amazing show that lasted for days.  

Galileo reached Jupiter in December 1995 and began its two-year mission of orbiting the 
planet (its mission was later extended several times). The next phase of the mission was 
about to begin. The atmospheric probe entered Jupiter s atmosphere on December 7, 
1995, at 106,000 miles per hour (170,590 km/h), or 29 miles per second (46.7 km/s). 
Although the probe trasmitted information for just under an hour and was eventually 
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crushed by the incredible atmospheric pressure of the planet, it was able to send back 
remarkable data.  

With Galileo s propellant almost depleted, the spacecraft would soon have been 
impossible to control. It was feared that the spacecraft could eventually collide with 
Jupiter s moon Europa, so NASA opted to destroy Galileo by flying it into the planet on 
September 21, 2003, rather than risk contaminating the moon with any microbes that 
might possibly exist on the spacecraft. Europa is considered one of the likeliest places in 
the solar system outside of Earth to find evidence of life, and any contamination of the 
moon could pos problems for future studies. 
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hubblesite_1995_15.jpg

 
Comet Fragment Slams into Jupiter  

In July 1994, 21 chunks of comet 
Shoemaker-Levy 9, which had broken 
apart a year earlier, slammed into 
Jupiter. The Hubble telescope recorded 
this spectacular event.   

These images, beginning at lower right, 
chronicle the results of one such 
collision. Hubble began snapping 
pictures of the impact area just five 
minutes after the collision. Nothing can 
be seen. Less than two hours later, a 
plume of dark debris is visible [bull's-
eye pattern, image second from 
bottom]. Two impact sites are visible in 
the next picture, taken a few days later. 
The final snapshot shows three impact 
sites, the newest near the bull's-eye-
shaped region.  

Image Credit: R. Evans, J. Trauger, H. 
Hammel and the HST Comet Science 
Team and NASA  
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King of the Planets  

Jupiter is a very different type of planet from Earth. It doesn t have 
mountains or craters. It doesn t have volcanoes or valleys. In fact, it 
doesn t even have a surface. It is one of the gas giants, which are planets 
composed entirely, or almost entirely, of gas and liquid. Saturn, Uranus, 
and Neptune are the other gas giants. The inner planets Mercury, Venus, 
Earth, and Mars are the terrestial planets, which are the planets with 
solid, rocky surfaces. Pluto, being a small planet of rock and ice, does not 
quite fit into either of these categories.  

 

The sun and planets shown to scale. From left to right: Sun, Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter,  
Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto. Image Credit: Lunar and Planetary Laboratory  
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solarsys_portrait.jpg

  

Solar System Family Portrait  

These six narrow-angle color images were made from the first ever 'portrait' of the solar system taken by 
Voyager 1, which was more than 4 billion miles from Earth and about 32 degrees above the ecliptic. The 
spacecraft acquired a total of 60 frames for a mosaic of the solar system which shows six of the planets. 
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Mercury is too close to the sun to be seen. Mars was not detectable by the Voyager cameras due to scattered 
sunlight in the optics, and Pluto was not included in the mosaic because of its small size and distance from the 
sun. These blown-up images, left to right and top to bottom are Venus, Earth, Jupiter, and Saturn, Uranus, 
Neptune.   

The background features in the images are artifacts resulting from the magnification. The images were taken 
through three color filters -- violet, blue and green -- and recombined to produce the color images. Jupiter and 
Saturn were resolved by the camera but Uranus and Neptune appear larger than they really are because of image 
smear due to spacecraft motion during the long (15 second) exposure times. Earth appears to be in a band of 
light because it coincidentally lies right in the center of the scattered light rays resulting from taking the image 
so close to the sun. Earth was a crescent only 0.12 pixels in size. Venus was 0.11 pixel in diameter. The 
planetary images were taken with the narrow-angle camera (1500 mm focal length).   

Image Note: This 'Portrait' contains 18 frames taken through the Narrow Angle camera using the Violet, Blue, 
and Green Filters. The label information describes only 3 of these frames.  

Image Credit: NASA  
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Origin of the Planet Name 

Jupiter (or Jove, but known as Zeus to the Greeks) overthew his 
Father Saturn (in Greek, Cronus). He then drew lots with his 
brothers Poseidon and Hades to determine who would be the 
supreme ruler of the gods. Jupiter won the draw and became the 
ruler of Olympus and the patron of the ancient Roman state.  

Jupiter was the rain god and lord of the sky. His weapon is a 
thunderbolt which he hurls at those who displease him. He is 
married to Hera but, is famous for his many affairs. He is also 
known to punish those that lie or break oaths. 

 

Statue of Jupiter in an ancient 
temple. Image credit: NASA 
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Jupiter, by Jove! 

 
Jove is the older name for the king of the Roman gods. The later name 
Jupiter derives from an alteration of Jovis pater, Latin for father Jove. 
From medieval times, Jove has been used in English as a poetic reference 
to Jupiter. By Jove was a mild oath, an exclamation that indicated 
surprise or gave emphasis to a comment. It dates from the sixteenth 
century. It was originally used to call on a higher power without using the 
blasphemous by God. It is a British expression that was most popular in 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. It was used by many 
British writers including William Shakespeare and J. M. Barrie. 

 

If something is Jovian, it is of Jove (or of Jupiter). Gas giant planets, like 
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, are called Jovian planets. The 
moons of Jupiter are sometimes referred to as Jovian moons. 
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When the ancient Romans named Jupiter after the Roman king of the 
gods, the didn t know how appropriate the name was. Jupiter s incredible 
size makes it stand out from all the other planets. It is so big that if it were 
hollow, more than 1,300 Earths could fit inside it. In fact, all the other 
eight planets in the solar system could easily fit inside Jupiter, and there 
would still be room. The only bigger body in the solar system is the sun.  

Jupiter s diameter, or distance from end to end through the equator is 
89,000 miles (143,000 km). In comparison, Earth s diameter is 7,926 
miles 12,756 km), so Jupiter is about 11.2 times wider than Earth.  

Jupiter s mass, or amount of matter, is 318 times greater than that of Earth. 
You might expect that a planet with such a large mass would be quite 
dense, too, but that is not the case. Density is how tightly packed matter is. 
Jupiter has a density slightly greater than that of water, which is not dense 
at all. Earth is much smaller, but it is actually four times denser than 
Jupiter. Jupiter has a great deal of space for its mass to exist in, making it 
less dense. 
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Jupiter With Your Breakfast? 

 
It is often noted that the average density of the planet Saturn (0.70 g/cm3) 
is less than that of water (1.025 g/cm3) a room temperature, suggesting 
that Saturn would float if you could find a large enough bath tub in which 
to put it. In contrast, the average density of Jupiter (1.33 g/cm3) is about 
the same as corn syrup at room temperature (1.36 g/cm3), suggesting that 
Jupiter might have the right consistency to pour over your pancakes, but it 
would probably taste terrible! 

 

One might think that such a huge planet would rotate slowly when 
compared with smaller planets, but Jupiter actually rotates faster than any 
other planet in the solar system. It completes one rotation in just less than 
ten hours (Earth takes tweny-four hours to complete one rotation). This 
incredible speed causes Jupiter to buldge out at the equator and flatten 
slightly at the poles, creating a shape called an oblate spheroid.  
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A Very Distant Planet  

Jupiter is the fifth planet from the sun, and its orbit lies between those of 
Mars and Saturn. It orbits the sun at an average distance of 484 million 
miles (779 million km). It is slightly more than five times farter from the 
sun than Earth is. The distance is so great that it takes almost twelve years 
for Jupiter to orbit the sun.  

The closest Jupiter comes to Earth is about 366 million miles (589 million 
km). To give you an idea how far that is, if there were a highway in space 
between Earth and Jupiter and you drove a car at a speed of 65 miles per 
hour (105 km/h), it would take 642 years to reach Jupiter. Even if you 
could travel at the speed of sound (761 mph [1,225 km/h] at sea level), it 
would take you 55 years! And that is at the closest point. When Jupiter is 
at its farthest, it is 602 million miles (968 million km) from Earth. 
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terr_orbits.jpg

 
Inner Planets Diagram  

The terrestrial planets are the four innermost 
planets in the solar system: Mercury, Venus, 
Earth, and Mars. They are called terrestrial 
because they have a compact, rocky surface 
like the Earth's. The planets Venus, Earth, 
and Mars have significant atmospheres, 
while Mercury has almost none. This 
diagram shows the approximate distances of 
the terrestrial planets from the Sun.   

Image Credit: Lunar and Planetary Institute   
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gas_orbits.jpg

  
Gas Planet Orbits  

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune are 
known as the jovian (Jupiter-like) planets 
because they are all gigantic compared 
with Earth, and they have a gaseous 
nature. The jovian planets are also 
referred to as the gas giants, although 
some or all of them might have small 
solid cores. This diagram shows the 
approximate distance of the jovian planets 
from the Sun.  

Image Credit: Lunar and Planetary 
Institute    
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A Strong Attraction  

Gravity is what keeps planets revolving around the sun and stops them from spinning off 
into space. It keeps the moon in orbit around Earth. It keeps us from flying off the planet. 
All bodies in the solar system have and are affected by gravity.  

The more massive an object is, the stronger its gravitational pull. Because of Jupiter s 
large size and mass, it has a very strong gravitational pull. Only the gravitational pull of 
the sun is stronger. This is one of the reasons that Jupiter has so many moons. Many of 
the smaller outer moons are believed to be asteroids that got caught in Jupiter s orbit by 
its incredibly strong gravit. Jupiter has also caught two other groups of asteroids. These 
are called the Trojans. They travel in the same orbit as Jupiter, one group just ahead and 
one group just behind Jupiter.  

If you could actually stand on the surface of Jupiter that is, if there were a surface to 
stand on it would be quite difficult to move around. The gravity is slightly more than 
two and a half times stronger than it is here on Earth. That means that if you weighed 100 
pounds (45 kilograms) on Earth, you would weigh 254 pounds (115 kg) on Jupiter. If you 
wanted to leave Jupiter in a spacecraft, you would have to travel faster than 133,000 
miles per hour (214,043 km/h) to overcome its powerful gravity and escape its pull. 
That s about 37 miles (60 km) per second. At that speed, you could travel from New 
York City to Los Angeles, California, in a little more than one minute! 
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Jupiter is Big How Big? Jupiter is So Big

   
Jupiter is 2.5 times more massive than all the other planets combined. 

 
The barycenter (pivot point) of Jupiter s orbit with the Sun is actually above the 
Sun's surface (1.068 solar radii from the Sun's center). 

 

Jupiter's gravitational influence has dominated the evolution of the solar system in 
that

 

1. The orbits of most planets are closer to the orbital plane of Jupiter than the 
equatorial plane of the sun. 

2. The majority of short-period comets belong to Jupiter's family (because of both 
Jupiter's mass and its relative speed). 

3. The Kirkwood gaps in the asteroid belt are mostly due to Jupiter. 
4. Jupiter is thought to possibly be responsible for the late heavy bombardment of the 

inner solar system's history.  

 

Some have described the solar system as consisting of the Sun, Jupiter, and assorted 
debris. 

 

Some describe Jupiter as the solar system's vacuum cleaner, due to its immense 
gravity well. 
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Jupiter s Many Moons  

Not only does Jupiter have the largest number of moons by far of all the planets in the 
solar system (63 at last count), but it also has some of the most fascinating moons. 
Among Jupiter s moons is the largest moon in the solar system, the most volcanically 
active body in the solar system, and some of the most promising places to find life in our 
solar system. Many of these moons are so large that they would be classified as planets if 
they orbited the sun. Jupiter also has some of the smallest moons and has helped spark 
discussion on whether a new system of moon classification is needed.  
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The Galilean Moons  

The four largest and most studied moons of Jupiter are called the Galilean moons, named 
after Galileo, who discovered them in 1610. Although we have known and observed the 
Galilean moons for almost 400 years, it was not until the Voyager missions in the late 
1970s that we became aware of how fascinating and vastly diverse they are.    
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Galilean_Moons.jpg

  
Family Portrait of Jupiter's Great Red Spot and the Galilean Satellites  

This "family portrait," a composite of the Jovian system, includes the edge of 
Jupiter with its Great Red Spot, and Jupiter's four largest moons, known as the 
Galilean satellites. From top to bottom, the moons shown are Io, Europa, 
Ganymede and Callisto. The Great Red Spot, a storm in Jupiter's atmosphere, 
is at least 300 years old. Winds blow counterclockwise around the Great Red 
Spot at about 400 kilometers per hour (250 miles per hour). The storm is larger 
than one Earth diameter from north to south, and more than two Earth 
diameters from east to west. In this oblique view, the Great Red Spot appears 
longer in the north-south direction.  

Europa, the smallest of the four moons, is about the size of Earth's moon, 
while Ganymede is the largest moon in the solar system. North is at the top of 
this composite picture in which the massive planet and its largest satellites 
have all been scaled to a common factor of 15 kilometers (9 miles) per picture 
element.   

The Solid State Imaging (CCD) system aboard NASA's Galileo spacecraft 
obtained the Jupiter, Io and Ganymede images in June 1996, while the Europa 
images were obtained in September 1996. Because Galileo focuses on high 
resolution imaging of regional areas on Callisto rather than global coverage, 
the portrait of Callisto is from the 1979 flyby of NASA's Voyager spacecraft. 

  

Launched in October 1989, the spacecraft's mission was to conduct detailed 
studies of the giant planet, its largest moons and the Jovian magnetic 
environment. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA, managed the 
mission for NASA's Office of Space Science, Washington, DC.   

Image Credit: NASA  
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PIA04532.jpg

  

Jupiter and its Galilean Satellites as viewed from Mars  

MGS MOC Release No. MOC2-368, 22 May 2003  

Jupiter/Galilean Satellites: When Galileo first turned his telescope toward Jupiter four centuries ago, he saw that the giant planet had four large 
satellites, or moons. These, the largest of dozens of moons that orbit Jupiter, later became known as the Galilean satellites. The larger two, Callisto 
and Ganymede, are roughly the size of the planet Mercury; the smallest, Io and Europa, are approximately the size of Earth's Moon. This MGS MOC 
image, obtained from Mars orbit on 8 May 2003, shows Jupiter and three of the four Galilean satellites: Callisto, Ganymede, and Europa. At the time, 
Io was behind Jupiter as seen from Mars, and Jupiter's giant red spot had rotated out of view. This image has been specially processed to show both 
Jupiter and its satellites, since Jupiter, at an apparent magnitude of -1.8, was much brighter than the three satellites.   

A note about the coloring process: The MGS MOC high resolution camera only takes grayscale (black-and-white) images. To "colorize" the image, a 
recent Cassini image acquired during its Jupiter flyby was used to color the MOC Jupiter picture. The procedure used was as follows: the Cassini 
color image was converted from 24-bit color to 8-bit color using a JPEG to GIF conversion program. The 8-bit color image was converted to 8-bit 
grayscale and an associated lookup table mapping each gray value of that image to a red-green-blue color triplet (RGB). Each color triplet was root-
sum-squared (RSS), and sorted in increasing RSS value. These sorted lists were brightness-to-color maps for their respective images. Each 
brightness-to-color map was then used to convert the 8-bit grayscale MOC image to an 8-bit color image. This 8-bit color image was then converted 
to a 24-bit color image. The color image was edited to return the background to black. Jupiter's Galilean Satellites were not colored.   

Image Credit: NASA/JPL/Malin Space Science Systems   
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Jupiter_Eclipse.jpg

  

Triple Eclipse  

At first glance, Jupiter looks like it has a mild case of the measles. Five spots - one colored white, one blue, and three black are 
scattered across the upper half of the planet. Closer inspection by NASA's Hubble Space Telescope reveals that these spots are 
actually a rare alignment of three of Jupiter's largest moons - Io, Ganymede, and Callisto - across the planet's face. In this 
image, the telltale signatures of this alignment are the shadows [the three black circles] cast by the moons. Io's shadow is 
located just above center and to the left; Ganymede's on the planet's left edge; and Callisto's near the right edge. Only two of the 
moons, however, are visible in this image. Io is the white circle in the center of the image, and Ganymede is the blue circle at 
upper right. Callisto is out of the image and to the right. 
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On Earth, we witness a solar eclipse when our Moon's shadow sweeps across our planet's face as it passes in front of our Sun. 
Jupiter, however, has four moons roughly the same size as Earth's Moon. The shadows of three of them occasionally sweep 
simultaneously across Jupiter. The image was taken March 28, 2004, with Hubble's Near Infrared Camera and Multi-Object 
Spectrometer.  

Seeing three shadows on Jupiter happens only about once or twice a decade. Why is this triple eclipse so unique? Io, 
Ganymede, and Callisto orbit Jupiter at different rates. Their shadows likewise cross Jupiter's face at different rates. For 
example, the outermost moon Callisto orbits the slowest of the three satellites. Callisto's shadow moves across the planet once 
for every 20 shadow crossings of Io. Add the crossing rate of Ganymede's shadow and the possibility of a triple eclipse becomes 
even more rare. Viewing the triple shadows in 2004 was even more special, because two of the moons were crossing Jupiter's 
face at the same time as the three shadows.  

Jupiter appears in pastel colors in this photo because the observation was taken in near-infrared light. Astronomers combined 
images taken in three near-infrared wavelengths to make this color image. The photo shows sunlight reflected from Jupiter's 
clouds. In the near infrared, methane gas in Jupiter's atmosphere limits the penetration of sunlight, which causes clouds to 
appear in different colors depending on their altitude. Studying clouds in near-infrared light is very useful for scientists studying 
the layers of clouds that make up Jupiter's atmosphere. Yellow colors indicate high clouds; red colors lower clouds; and blue 
colors even lower clouds in Jupiter's atmosphere. The green color near the poles comes from a thin haze very high in the 
atmosphere. Ganymede's blue color comes from the absorption of water ice on its surface at longer wavelengths. Io's white 
color is from light reflected off bright sulfur compounds on the satellite's surface.  

In viewing this rare alignment, astronomers also tested a new imaging technique. To increase the sharpness of the near-infrared 
camera images, astronomers speeded up Hubble's tracking system so that Jupiter traveled through the telescope's field of view 
much faster than normal. This technique allowed scientists to take rapid-fire snapshots of the planet and its moons. They then 
combined the images into one single picture to show more details of the planet and its moons.  

Image Credit: NASA, ESA, and E. Karkoschka (University of Arizona) 
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Were the Galilean Moons Known to the Ancients? 

 
There are some historians who suggest that the Galilean moons may have been known to 
ancient civilizations. For example, the Babylonian god Marduk (Jupiter) was said to be 
accompanied by four dogs. Also, the Egyptian god Horus (Jupiter) had four sons. This 
opinion is a conjecture, and not widely accepted as probable because of the challenges of 
viewing the Galilean moons from Earth with the naked eye. At their closest distance to 
Earth, the four moons have magnitudes ranging from 4.6 (Ganymede) to 5.6 (Callisto). Io 
at its apsis is separated from Jupiter by about two arc minutes. It is theoretically possible 
that dedicated and well-trained observers could manage to see the moons with the naked 
eye, but whether this was actually achieved by the Chaldeans remains a matter of 
speculation. 
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Ganymede  

Ganymede is the largest moon in the solar system. It is the seventh moon from Jupiter 
and orbits at an avarge distance of 664,870 miles (1,070,000 km). It has a diameter of 
3.268 miles (5.259 km), making it larger than Mercury and Pluto. It s about three-
quarters the size of Mars.  

Half of the moon s surface is heavily cratered dark terrain, which is very old. The other 
regions are younger and consist of grooves and ridgs, which have been created by 
movement of the moon s crust over time. It is most likely made up of a rocky core with a 
water-and-ice mantle and a crust of rock and ice. Recent evidence from Galileo suggests 
that an ocean of liquid water may exist below the icy crust.  

Galileo made another interesting discovery abot Ganymede. It is believed to be the first 
moon with its own magnetosphere, making it the first known example of a 
magnetopshere within another magnetosphere (Jupiter s) in the solar system.  
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PIA03781.jpg

  

Global Map of Ganymede  

The images used for the base of this Ganymede globe were chosen from coverage supplied by the Galileo solid-
state imaging (SSI) camera and Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft. The monochrome and color data were both 
processed using Integrated Software for Imagers and Spectrometers (ISIS). The individual images were 
radiometrically calibrated and photometrically normalized using a Lunar-Lambert function with empirically 
derived values. A linear correction based on the statistics of all overlapping areas was then applied to minimize 
image brightness variations. The image data were selected on the basis of overall image quality, reasonable 
original input resolution (from 20 km/pixel for gap fill to as much as 180 m/pixel), and availability of moderate 
emission/incidence angles for topography and albedo. The black and white monochrome base mosaic was 
constructed separately from the three-band color mosaic. Although consistency was achieved where possible, 
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different filters were included for monochrome global image coverage as necessary: clear for Voyager 1 and 2; 
clear, near-IR (757 nm), and green (559 nm) for Galileo SSI. Individual images were projected to a Sinusoidal 
Equal-Area projection at an image resolution of 1 km/pixel. The global color mosaic was processed in 
Sinusoidal projection with an image resolution of 6 km/pixel. The color utilized the SSI filters 1-micron(991 
nm) wavelength for red, SSI 559 nm for green, and SSI 413 nm for violet. Where SSI color coverage was 
lacking in the longitude range of 210°-250°, Voyager 2 wide-angle images were included to complete the global 
coverage. The chosen filters for the Voyager 2 data were ~530 nm for green, and ~480-500 nm for blue. The red 
band was synthesized in this area based on statistics calculated from the surrounding SSI 1-micron (991 nm) 
data and SSI and Voyager data in the blue and green bands. The final global color mosaic was then scaled up to 
1 km/pixel and merged with the monochrome mosaic. The north pole and south pole regions that lack digital 
color coverage have been completed with the monochrome map coverage. The final global mosaic was then 
reprojected so that the entire surface of Ganymede is portrayed in a manner suitable for the production of a 
globe. A specialized program was used to create the "flower petal" appearance of the images; the area of each 
petal from 0 to 75 degrees latitude is in the Transverse Mercator projection, and the area from 75 to 90 degrees 
latitude is in the Lambert Azimuthal Equal-Area projection. The projections for adjacent petals overlap by 2 
degrees of longitude, so that some features are shown twice. Names shown on the globe are approved by the 
International Astronomical Union. The number, size, and placement of text were chosen for a 9-inch globe. A 
complete list of Ganymede nomenclature can be found at the Gazetteer of Planetary Nomenclature at 
http://planetarynames.wr.usgs.gov. The northern hemisphere is shown on the left, and the southern hemisphere 
is shown on the right.  

http://planetarynames.wr.usgs.gov
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PIA00519.jpg

  

Ganymede G1 & G2 Encounters - Interior of Ganymede  

Voyager images are used to create a global view of Ganymede. The cut-out reveals the interior structure of this icy moon. This 
structure consists of four layers based on measurements of Ganymede's gravity field and theoretical analyses using Ganymede's 
known mass, size and density. Ganymede's surface is rich in water ice and Voyager and Galileo images show features which are 
evidence of geological and tectonic disruption of the surface in the past. As with the Earth, these geological features reflect 
forces and processes deep within Ganymede's interior. Based on geochemical and geophysical models, scientists expected 
Ganymede's interior to either consist of: a) an undifferentiated mixture of rock and ice or b) a differentiated structure with a 
large lunar sized "core" of rock and possibly iron overlain by a deep layer of warm soft ice capped by a thin cold rigid ice crust. 
Galileo's measurement of Ganymede's gravity field during its first and second encounters with the huge moon have basically 
confirmed the differentiated model and allowed scientists to estimate the size of these layers more accurately. In addition the 
data strongly suggest that a dense metallic core exists at the center of the rock core. This metallic core suggests a greater degree 
of heating at sometime in Ganymede's past than had been proposed before and may be the source of Ganymede's magnetic field 
discovered by Galileo's space physics experiments.   
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Galileo's primary 24 month mission includes eleven orbits around Jupiter and will provide observations of Jupiter, its moons 
and its magnetosphere. The Galileo mission is managed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory for NASA's Office of Space Science, 
Washington, D.C.   

This image and other images and data received from Galileo are posted on the Galileo mission home page on the World Wide 
Web at http://galileo.jpl.nasa.gov.    

http://galileo.jpl.nasa.gov
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Callisto  

Callisto is Jupiter s second largest mon. Its diameter is 2,983 miles (4,801 km), making it 
about the size of the planet Mercury. It is the eighth moon from Jupiter and orbits at an 
average distance of 1,170,000 miles (1,883,000 km). The moon is believed to consist of a 
rocky core surrounded by water and ice. A thin atmosphere of carbon dioxide has been 
detected at its surface.  

Callisto is the most heavily cratered satellite in the solar system, and its crust dates back 4 
billion years. The largest craters have been partially erased by the flow of the icy crust 
over time. Its largest impact crater is Valhalla, whose central region measures 373 miles 
(600 km) in diameter. The rings of the craters extend to 1,864 miles (3,000 km) in 
diameter.  

Until recently, it was believed that Callisto was just another boring moon of rock and ice. 
However, information sent back from Galileo indicates that there might be an ocean of 
salty water beneath its surface. If so, could there be life there, or could life have once 
existed there?  
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PIA03456.jpg

  

Global Callisto in Color 

Bright scars on a darker surface testify to a long history of impacts on Jupiter's moon Callisto in this image of Callisto from NASA's Galileo 
spacecraft.  

The picture, taken in May 2001, is the only complete global color image of Callisto obtained by Galileo, which has been orbiting Jupiter since 
December 1995. Of Jupiter's four largest moons, Callisto orbits farthest from the giant planet.  

Callisto's surface is uniformly cratered but is not uniform in color or brightness. Scientists believe the brighter areas are mainly ice and the darker 
areas are highly eroded, ice-poor material.  

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, a division of the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, manages the Galileo mission for NASA's Office of 
Space Science, Washington, D.C. Additional information about the spacecraft and its discoveries is available on the Galileo home page at 
http://galileo.jpl.nasa.gov. 

http://galileo.jpl.nasa.gov
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PIA03876.jpg

  

Callisto Hemispherical Globes  

The images used for the base of this globe were chosen from the best image quality and moderate resolution coverage supplied 
by Galileo SSI and Voyager 1 and 2 (Batson, 1987; Becker and others, 1998; Becker and others, 1999; Becker and others, 
2001). The digital map was produced using Integrated Software for Imagers and Spectrometers (ISIS) (Eliason, 1997; Gaddis 
and others, 1997; Torson and Becker, 1997). The individual images were radiometrically calibrated and photometrically 
normalized using a Lunar-Lambert function with empirically derived values (McEwen, 1991; Kirk and others, 2000). A linear 
correction based on the statistics of all overlapping areas was then applied to minimize image brightness variations. The image 
data were selected on the basis of overall image quality, reasonable original input resolution (from 20 km/pixel for gap fill to as 
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much as 150 m/pixel), and availability of moderate emission/incidence angles for topography. Although consistency was 
achieved where possible, different filters were included for global image coverage as necessary: clear for Voyager 1 and 2; clear 
and green (559 nm) for Galileo SSI. Individual images were projected to a Sinusoidal Equal-Area projection at an image 
resolution of 1.0 kilometer/pixel, and a final global mosaic was constructed in this same projection. The final mosaic was 
enhanced using commercial software. The global mosaic was then reprojected so that the entire surface of Callisto is portrayed 
in a manner suitable for the production of a globe. A specialized program was used to create the "flower petal" appearance of 
the images; the area of each petal from 0 to 75 degrees latitude is in the Transverse Mercator projection, and the area from 75 to 
90 degrees latitude is in the Lambert Azimuthal Equal-Area projection. The projections for adjacent petals overlap by 2 degrees 
of longitude, so that some features are shown twice. The northern hemisphere is shown on the left, and the southern hemisphere 
is shown on the right.  

Names shown on the globe are approved by the International Astronomical Union. The number, size, and placement of text 
were chosen for a 9-inch globe. A complete list of Callisto nomenclature can be found at the Gazetteer of Planetary 
Nomenclature (http://planetarynames.wr.usgs.gov).   

http://planetarynames.wr.usgs.gov
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PIA03455.jpg

 
Callisto Close-up with Jagged Hills 

The highest-resolution views ever obtained of any of Jupiter's moons, 
taken by NASA's Galileo spacecraft in May 2001, reveal numerous 
bright, sharp knobs covering a portion of Jupiter's moon Callisto. 

The knobby terrain seen throughout the top inset is unlike any seen 
before on Jupiter's moons. The spires are very icy but also contain 
some darker dust. As the ice erodes, the dark material apparently 
slides down and collects in low-lying areas. Over time, as the surface 
continues to erode, the icy knobs will likely disappear, producing a 
scene similar to the bottom inset. The number of impact craters in the 
bottom image indicates that erosion has essentially ceased in the dark 
plains shown in that image, allowing impact craters to persist and 
accumulate. 

The knobs are about 80 to 100 meters (260 to 330 feet) tall, and they 
may consist of material thrown outward from a major impact billions 
of years ago. The areas captured in the images lie south of Callisto's 
large Asgard impact basin. 

The smallest features discernable in the images are about 3 meters (10 
feet) across. 

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, a division of the California Institute of 
Technology in Pasadena, manages the Galileo mission for NASA's 
Office of Space Science, Washington, D.C. Additional information 
about the spacecraft and its discoveries is available on the Galileo 
home page at http://galileo.jpl.nasa.gov.   

Image Credit:  
NASA/JPL/Arizona State University, Academic Research Lab

   

http://galileo.jpl.nasa.gov
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PIA01478.jpg

  

Callisto Cutaway with Ocean  

This artist's concept, a cutaway view of Jupiter's moon Callisto, is based on recent data from NASA's Galileo spacecraft which 
indicates a salty ocean may lie beneath Callisto's icy crust.   

These findings come as a surprise, since scientists previously believed that Callisto was relatively inactive. If Callisto has an 
ocean, that would make it more like another Jovian moon, Europa, which has yielded numerous hints of a subsurface ocean. 
Despite the tantalizing suggestion that there is an ocean layer on Callisto, the possibility that there is life in the ocean remains 
remote.   

Callisto's cratered surface lies at the top of an ice layer, (depicted here as a whitish band), which is estimated to be about 200 
kilometers (124 miles) thick. Immediately beneath the ice, the thinner blue band represents the possible ocean, whose depth 
must exceed 10 kilometers (6 miles), according to scientists studying data from Galileo's magnetometer. The mottled interior is 
composed of rock and ice.   

Galileo's magnetometer, which studies magnetic fields around Jupiter and its moons, revealed that Callisto's magnetic field is 
variable. This may be caused by varying electrical currents flowing near Callisto's surface, in response to changes in the 
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background magnetic field as Jupiter rotates. By studying the data, scientists have determined that the most likely place for the 
currents to flow would be a layer of melted ice with a high salt content.   

These findings were based on information gathered during Galileo's flybys of Callisto in November 1996, and June and 
September of 1997. JPL manages the Galileo mission for NASA's Office of Space Science, Washington, DC. This artist's 
concept and other images and data received from Galileo are posted on the World Wide Web on the Galileo mission home page 
at http://galileo.jpl.nasa.gov . Background information and educational context for the images can be found at 
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo/sepo  

http://galileo.jpl.nasa.gov
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo/sepo
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Io  

Io is the fifth moon from Jupiter and orbits the planet at an average distance of 261,970 
miles (421,600 km). Its diameter is 2,256 miles (3,631 km), making it a bit larger than 
Earth s moon. It is believed that the moon consists mostly of molten sulfer and its 
compounds or silicate rock. Recent data from Galileo suggests that Io has an iron core. 
There are few impact craters on Io, as its volcanic activity is constantly resurfacing it.  

Io is the most volcanically active body in the solar system. Volcanic plumes of rock and 
sulfur rise 190 miles (300 km) above the surface. The intense volcanic activity is caused 
by the tremendous tidal forces, the gravity of other bodies, acting on Io, the friction of 
wich keeps the subsurface crust n a liquid state. These tidal forces are so strong they pull 
on the moon s surface, causing it to bulge as much as 330 feet (100 m). 
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PIA02588.jpg
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Two tall volcanic plumes and the rings of red material they have deposited onto surrounding surface areas appear in images 
taken of Jupiter's moon Io by NASA's Galileo and Cassini spacecraft in late December 2000 and early January 2001. 

A plume near Io's equator comes from the volcano Pele. It has been active for at least four years, and has been far larger than 
any other plume seen on Io, until now. The other, nearer to Io's north pole, is a Pele-sized plume that had never been seen 
before, a fresh eruption from the Tvashtar Catena volcanic area.  

The observations were made during joint studies of the Jupiter system while Cassini was passing Jupiter on its way to Saturn. 
The two craft offered complementary advantages for observing Io, the most volcanically active body in the solar system. 
Galileo passed closer to Io for higher-resolution images, and Cassini acquired images at ultraviolet wavelengths, better for 
detecting active volcanic plumes.  

The Cassini ultraviolet images, upper right, reveal two gigantic, actively erupting plumes of gas and dust. Near the equator, just 
the top of Pele's plume is visible where it projects into sunlight. None of it would be illuminated if it were less than 240 
kilometers (150 miles) high. These images indicate a total height for Pele of 390kilometers (242 miles). The Cassini image at 
far right shows a bright spot over Pele's vent. Although the Pele hot spot has a high temperature, silicate lava cannot be hot 
enough to explain a bright spot in the ultraviolet, so the origin of this bright spot is a mystery, but it may indicate that Pele was 
unusually active. 

Also visible is a plume near Io's north pole. Although 15 active plumes over Io's equatorial regions have been detected in 
hundreds of images from NASA's Voyager and Galileo spacecraft, this is the first image ever acquired of an active plume over a 
polar region of Io. The plume projects about 150 kilometers (about 90 miles) over the limb, the edge of the globe. If it were 
erupting from a point on the limb, it would be only slightly larger than a typical Ionian plume, but the image does not reveal 
whether the source is actually at the limb or beyond it, out of view. 

A distinctive feature in Galileo images since 1997 has been a giant red ring of Pele plume deposits about 1,400 kilometers (870 
miles) in diameter. The Pele ring is seen again in one of the new Galileo images, lower left. When the new Galileo images were 
returned this month, scientists were astonished to see a second giant red ring on Io, centered around Tvashtar Catena at 63 
degrees north latitude. (To see a comparison from before the ring was deposited, see PIA01604

 

or PIA02309.) Tvashtar was the 
site of an active curtain of high-temperature silicate lava imaged by Galileo in November 1999 and February 2000 (image 
PIA02584). The new ring shows that Tvashtar must be the vent for the north polar plume imaged by Cassini from the other side 
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of Io! This means the plume is actually about 385 kilometers (239 miles) high, just like Pele. The uncertainty in estimating the 
height is about 30 kilometers (19 miles), so the plume could be anywhere from 355 to 415 kilometers (221 to 259 miles) high. 

If this new plume deposit is just one millimeter (four one-hundredths of an inch) thick, then the eruption produced more ash 
than the 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens in Washington. 

NASA recently approved a third extension of the Galileo mission, including a pass over Io's north pole in August 2001. The 
spacecraft's trajectory will pass directly over Tvashtar at an altitude of 200 kilometers (124 miles). Will Galileo fly through an 
active plume? That depends on whether this eruption is long-lived, like Pele, or brief, and it also depends on how high the 
plume is next August. Two Pele-sized plumes are inferred to have erupted in 1979 during the four months between Voyager 1 
and Voyager 2 flybys, as indicated by new Pele-sized rings in Voyager 2 images. Those eruptions, both from high-latitude 
locations, were shorter-lived than Pele, but their actual durations are unknown. Before its August flyby, Galileo will get another 
more-distant look at Tvashtar in May. 

It has been said that Io is the heartbeat of the Jovian magnetosphere. The two giant plumes evidenced in these images may have 
had significant effects on the types, density and distribution of neutral and charged particles in the Jupiter system during the 
joint observations of the system by Galileo and Cassini from November 2000 to March 2001. 

These Cassini images were acquired on Jan. 2, 2001, except for the frame at the far right, which was acquired a day earlier. The 
Galileo images were acquired on Dec. 30 and 31, 2000. Cassini was about 10 million kilometers (6 million miles) from Io, ten 
times farther than Galileo. 

More information about the Cassini and Galileo joint observations of the Jupiter system is available online at 
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/jupiterflyby . 

Cassini is a cooperative project of NASA, the European Space Agency and the Italian Space Agency. The Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, a division of the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, manages the Galileo and Cassini missions for 
NASA's Office of Space Science, Washington, D.C. 

http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/jupiterflyby
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PIA02584.jpg

  

This pair of images taken by NASA's Galileo spacecraft captures a dynamic eruption at Tvashtar Catena, a chain of volcanic 
bowls on Jupiter's moon Io. They show a change in the location of hot lava over a period of a few months in 1999 and early 
2000.  

The image on the left uses data obtained on Nov. 26 and July 3, 1999, at resolutions of 183 meters (600 feet) and 1.3 kilometers 
(0.8 miles) per pixel, respectively. The red and yellow lava flow itself is an illustration based upon imaging data. The image on 
the right is a composite using a five-color observation made on Feb. 22, 2000, at 315 meters (1030 feet) per pixel.  
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These are among the most fortuitous observations made by Galileo because this style of volcanism is too unpredictable and 
short-lived to plan to photograph.  

Short-lived bursts of volcanic activity on Io had been previously detected from Earth-based observations, but interpreting the 
style of volcanic activity from those lower-resolution views was highly speculative. These Galileo observations confirm 
hypotheses that the initial, intense thermal output comes from active lava fountains. Galileo's high-resolution observations of 
volcanic activity on Io have also confirmed other hypotheses based on earlier, low-resolution data. These include interpretations 
of slowly spreading lava flows at Prometheus and Amirani and an active lava lake at Pele. These tests of earlier hypotheses 
increase scientists' confidence in interpreting volcanic activity seen in low-resolution remote sensing data of Earth as well as Io. 
However, these data are still of insufficient resolution to adequately test the more quantitative models that have been applied to 
volcanic eruptions on Earth and Io.  

These images also show other geologic features on Io, such as the scalloped margins of the plateau to the northeast of the active 
lavas. These margins appear to have formed by sapping, a process usually associated with springs of water. Liquid sulfur 
dioxide might be the fluid responsible for sapping on Io. A better understanding of sapping on Io will influence how scientists 
interpret similar features on Mars(where the viability of carbon dioxide or water as the sapping fluid remains controversial).  

The individual images in this composite can be viewed separately in the PIA02545

 

(left hand image) and PIA02550

 

(right hand 
image) photojournal entries.   

Images and data received from Galileo are posted on the Galileo mission home page at http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo. 
Background information and educational context for the images can be found athttp://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo/sepo.  

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, a division of the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, manages the Galileo mission 
for NASA's Office of Space Science, Washington, D.C.    

http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo/sepo
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PIA01129.jpg

  

Interior of Io  

Cutaway view of the possible internal structure of Io The surface of the satellite is a mosaic of images obtained in 1979 
by NASA's Voyager spacecraft The interior characteristics are inferred from gravity field and magnetic field 
measurements by NASA's Galileo spacecraft. Io's radius is 1821 km, similar to the 1738 km radius of our Moon; Io has a 
metallic (iron, nickel) core (shown in gray) drawn to the correct relative size. The core is surrounded by a rock shell 
(shown in brown). Io's rock or silicate shell extends to the surface.  

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA manages the mission for NASA's Office of Space Science, Washington, 
DC.  

This image and other images and data received from Galileo are posted on the World Wide Web, on the Galileo mission 
home page at URL http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/ galileo.  

http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/
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Naming Jupiter s Moon s 

 
The names of the Galilean moons come from names of mythological companions of 
Jupiter, the Roman king of the gods. The moons were named by Simon Marius (1573-
1624), who claimed to have discovered the moons at about the same time as Galileo. 
Galileo, however, publicized his findings first, so Marius s claims were impossible to 
prove. 

 

Marius was allowed to name the moons and decided to base the names on a system 
suggested by German astronomer Johannes Kepler (1571-1630). This system was also 
used in naming moons discovered later. However, with a rabidly rising number of moons, 
names became harder to come up with. The pool of possible names has recently been 
expanded to include children and other relatives of Jupiter and Jupiter s companions. 

 

Many of Jupiter s moon have not been named yet and only have numerical designations. 
Eventually, the names will have to be approved by the International Astronomical Union 
(IAU), which is the authority for the naming of all celestial bodies and any features on 
them. 
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Europa  

Europa is the sixth moon from Jupiter and orbits at an average distance of 416,880 miles 
(670,903 km). Its diameter is 1,951 miles (3,140 km), making it slightly smaller than 
Earth s moon. It is most likely composed of silicate rock.  

Europa is the smoothest body in the solar system. There are very few impact craters on 
the surface. The surface is all ice, and it is believed that craters have been filled in by 
water from below, which they freezes. Why doesn t all the water freez? Europa is 
affected by the strong gravity of Jupiter and neighboring moons. The flexing of the planet 
from the tidal forces it is subjected to causes friction, which melts the ice.  

From this resurfacing scientists see that Europa has two of the basic necessities for life as 
we know it: water and heat. Add to that some organic matter possibly contributed by an 
asteroid or comet, and the building blocks for life are there. Because of the possibility of 
some life-form existing, or having existed, on Europa, the moon is a high-priority 
exploration destination for NASA. There are several missions to Europa being looked 
into at this time.  
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PIA02590.jpg

  
Europa's Frozen Surface  

Europa, a moon of Jupiter, appears as a thick crescent in this enhanced-color image from NASA's Galileo 
spacecraft, which has been orbiting Jupiter since 1995.  

The view combines images taken in violet, green and near-infrared filters in 1998 and 1995. The colors 
have been stretched to show the subtle differences in materials that cover the icy surface of Europa. 
Reddish linear features are some of the cracks and ridges, thousands of kilometers long, which are caused 
by the tides raised by the gravitational pull of Jupiter. Mottled, reddish "chaotic terrain" exists where the 
surface has been disrupted and ice blocks have moved around. The red material at the ridges and chaotic 
terrain is a non-ice contaminant and could be salts brought up from a possible ocean beneath Europa's 
frozen surface.  

Also visible are a few circular features, which are small impact craters. Europa's surface has very few 
craters, indicating that recent or current geologic activity has removed the traces of older impacts. The 
paucity of craters, coupled with other evidence, has led scientists to surmise that there could be an ocean 
of liquid water beneath Europa's surface. Where there is water, there could be life. This is why Europa is 
a target of current interest for study of the possibility of non-Earth life. A follow-up spacecraft to Galileo 
will be Europa Orbiter, which should determine whether or not Europa has an ocean.  

While at the University of Arizona, Tucson, Dr. Cynthia Phillips used this image in a detailed search for 
current geologic activity on Europa. Phillips is currently with the SETI Institute, Mountain View, Calif. 
For a study published in the Journal of Geophysical Research -- Planets last year, she compared the 
frames that make up this image with similar images taken in 1979 by the Voyager spacecraft and found 
no sign of changes due to geologic activity. That suggests a minimum surface age for Europa of about 30 
million years, though the result does not rule out current geologic activity altogether, as the study was 
limited by the resolution of 2 kilometers (1.6 miles) or more per pixel in this image and the Voyager 
images. Future images by Europa Orbiter may allow a search for smaller-scale changes on Europa's 
surface.  

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, a division of the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, manages 
the Galileo and Voyager missions for NASA's Office of Space Science, Washington, D.C. Additional 
information about Galileo and its discoveries is available on the Galileo mission home page at 
http://galileo.jpl.nasa.gov.  

Image Credit: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona  

http://galileo.jpl.nasa.gov
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PIA03526.jpg

  

Europa Hemispherical Globes  

The images used for the base of this globe were chosen from coverage supplied by the Galileo solid-state 
imaging (SSI) camera and Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft. The individual images were radiometrically calibrated 
and photometrically normalized using a Lunar-Lambert function with empirically derived values. A linear 
correction based on the statistics of all overlapping areas was then applied to minimize image brightness 
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variations. The image data were selected on the basis of overall image quality, reasonable original input 
resolution (from 20 km/pixel for gap fill to as much as 200 m/pixel), and availability of moderate 
emission/incidence angles for topography. Although consistency was achieved where possible, different filters 
were included for global image coverage as necessary: clear/blue for Voyager 1 and 2, and clear, near-IR (757 
nm), and green (559 nm) for Galileo SSI. Individual images were projected to a Sinusoidal Equal-Area 
projection at an image resolution of 500 m/pixel, and a final global mosaic was constructed in this same 
Sinusoidal projection.  

The global mosaic was then reprojected so that the entire surface of Europa is portrayed in a manner suitable for 
the production of a globe. A specialized program was used to create the "flower petal" appearance of the 
images; the area of each petal from 0 to 75 degrees latitude is in the Transverse Mercator projection, and the 
area from 75 to 90 degrees latitude is in the Lambert Azimuthal Equal-Area projection. The projections for 
adjacent petals overlap by 2 degrees of longitude, so that some features are shown twice.  

Names shown on the globe are approved by the International Astronomical Union. The number, size, and 
placement of text were chosen for a 9-inch globe. A complete list of Europa nomenclature can be found at the 
Gazetteer of Planetary Nomenclature at http://planetarynames.wr.usgs.gov. The northern hemisphere is shown 
on the left, and the southern hemisphere is shown on the right.  

http://planetarynames.wr.usgs.gov
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PIA03878.jpg

  

Ruddy "Freckles" on Europa  

Reddish spots and shallow pits pepper the enigmatic ridged surface of Europa in this view combining 
information from images taken by NASA's Galileo spacecraft during two different orbits around Jupiter.  

The spots and pits visible in this region of Europa's northern hemisphere are each about 10 kilometers (6 miles) 
across. The dark spots are called "lenticulae," the Latin term for freckles. Their similar sizes and spacing 
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suggest that Europa's icy shell may be churning away like a lava lamp, with warmer ice moving upward from 
the bottom of the ice shell while colder ice near the surface sinks downward. Other evidence has shown that 
Europa likely has a deep melted ocean under its icy shell. Ruddy ice erupting onto the surface to form the 
lenticulae may hold clues to the composition of the ocean and to whether it could support life.  

The image combines higher-resolution information obtained when Galileo flew near Europa on May 31, 1998, 
during the spacecraft's 15th orbit of Jupiter, with lower-resolution color information obtained on June 28, 1996, 
during Galileo's first orbit.  

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, a division of the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, manages the 
Galileo mission for NASA's Office of Space Science, Washington, D.C. Additional information about Galileo 
and its discoveries is available on the Galileo mission home page at http://galileo.jpl.nasa.gov .  

Image Credit:  
NASA/JPL/University of Arizona/University of Colorado   

http://galileo.jpl.nasa.gov
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PIA01130.jpg

  

Interior of Europa  

Cutaway view of the possible internal structure of Europa The surface of the satellite is a mosaic of images obtained in 1979 by 
NASA's Voyager spacecraft. The interior characteristics are inferred from gravity field and magnetic field measurements by 
NASA's Galileo spacecraft. Europa's radius is 1565 km, not too much smaller than our Moon's radius. Europa has a metallic 
(iron, nickel) core (shown in gray) drawn to the correct relative size. The core is surrounded by a rock shell (shown in brown). 
The rock layer of Europa (drawn to correct relative scale) is in turn surrounded by a shell of water in ice or liquid form (shown 
in blue and white and drawn to the correct relative scale). The surface layer of Europa is shown as white to indicate that it may 
differ from the underlying layers. Galileo images of Europa suggest that a liquid water ocean might now underlie a surface ice 
layer several to ten kilometers thick. However, this evidence is also consistent with the existence of a liquid water ocean in the 
past. It is not certain if there is a liquid water ocean on Europa at present.   

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA manages the mission for NASA's Office of Space Science, Washington, DC.  
This image and other images and data received from Galileo are posted on the World Wide Web, on the Galileo mission home 
page at URL http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/ galileo.  

http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/
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Tidal Forces 

 

The tidal forces on Jupiter s moons can be compared to the rise and fall of 
ocean tides on Earth. The oceans rise and fall because of the gravitational 
pull of the moon and sun. Jupiter s moons are affected by Jupiter s 
incredible gravitational pull and by the gravity of other moons. This 
causes a tug-of-war effect, which if strong enough, can actually cause the 
surfaces of the moons to bend up and down. 
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Other Moons  

Jupiter s other moons are much smaller. The next two in size after the Galilean moons are 
Himalia, which is 115 miles (185 km) across, and Amalthea, which is 106 miles (170 km) 
across. The rest are even smaller. Some of the outer moons move in the opposite 
direction of Jupiter s rotation. This suggests that they are captured asteroids.  

The number of newly discovered moons is rising quickly. Since 2000, forty-six new 
moons have been discovered. Although most of the previously discovered moons were 
first seen from images taken by spacecraft, this latest and largest group was discovered 
from Earth. Dr. David Jewitt and his colleagues at the Institute for Astronomy at the 
University of Hawaii have discovered dozens in the last few years. The mon count at the 
time of this writing stands at sixty-three.  

With these discoveries, the number of known moons in the solar system has risen past 
120. With Cassini scheduled to arrive at Saturn in 2004, the number is expected to 
continue to rise rapidly. Powerful new telescopes and new technology will cause this 
number to rise even more. Some even expect it to double in the next few years and 
possibly someday triple.  

In early 2003, the smallest known satellite was discovered orbiting Jupiter. It is only 0.62 
miles (1 km) in diameter. Then, in early 2004, two new objects measuring only 1.2 miles 
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(2 km) in diameter were confirmed to be moons of Jupiter. With smaller and smaller 
moons being discovered at such a rapid rate, some people are wondering if there will 
need to be a new definition of moon or a new classification system to differentiate 
between different types and sizes of moons. If a satellite were discovered that was only a 
few feet across and shaped like a potato, would it be considered a moon? What about 
something the size of a pebble? By applying the current definition of a moon anything 
that orbits a planet they would. David Jewitt, however, is not interested in redefining 
moon or setting any limits. As he was quoted on Space.com, Is a small dog not a dog 

because it is small?
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PIA02530.jpg

  
Jupiter small satellite montage   

A montage of images of the small inner moons of Jupiter from the camera onboard NASA's 
Galileo spacecraft shows the best views obtained of these moons during Galileo's 11th orbit 
around the giant planet in November 1997. At that point, Galileo was completing its first two 
years in Jupiter orbit--known as the Galileo "prime mission"--and was about to embark on a 
successful two-year extension, called the Galileo Europa Mission.  

The top two images show the moon Thebe. Thebe rotates by approximately 50 degrees 
between the time these two images were taken, so that the same prominent impact crater is 
seen in both views; this crater, which has been given the provisional name Zethus, is near the 
point on Thebe that faces permanently away from Jupiter.  

The next two images show the moon Amalthea; they were taken with the Sun directly behind 
the observer, an alignment that emphasizes patterns of intrinsically bright or dark surface 
material. The third image from the top is a view of Amalthea's leading side, the side of the 
moon that "leads" as Amalthea moves in its orbit around Jupiter. This image looks "noisy" 
because it was obtained serendipitously during an observation of the Jovian satellite Io 
(Amalthea and Io shared the same camera frame but the image was exposed for bright Io 
rather than for the much darker Amalthea). The fourth image from the top emphasizes 
prominent "spots" of relatively bright material that are located near the point on Amalthea 
that faces permanently away from Jupiter. The bottom image is a view of the tiny moon 
Metis.  

In all the images, north is approximately up, and the moons are shown in their correct relative 
sizes. The images are, from top to bottom: Thebe taken on November 7, 1997 at a range of 
504,000 kilometers (about 313,000 miles); Thebe on November 7, 1997 at a range of 548,000 
kilometers (about 340,000 miles); Amalthea on November 6, 1997 at a range of about 
650,000 kilometers (about 404,000 miles); Amalthea on November 7, 1997 at a range of 
475,000 kilometers (about 295,000 miles); Metis on November 7, 1997 at a range of 637,000 
kilometers (about 396,000 miles). 
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PIA01625.jpg

  

Scale Comparison of the Inner Small Satellites of Jupiter 

These are the best images of the small inner satellites of Jupiter taken by the solid state imaging (SSI) system on NASA's 
Galileo spacecraft. From left to right and in order of decreasing distance to Jupiter are Thebe, Amalthea, Adrastea, and 
Metis, shown at the same scale as Long Island which is 190 kilometers long. Since these satellites are so small, their 
surface gravities are very low: a person weighing 150 pounds on Earth would weigh about 1 pound on Amalthea, and 
about an ounce on Adrastea. Large craters 35 to 90 kilometers (20 to 55 miles) across which are the result of impacts by 
fragments asteroid and comet debris are conspicuous on the surface of the larger satellites. 

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA manages the Galileo mission for NASA's Office of Space Science, 
Washington, DC. 

This image and other images and data received from Galileo are posted on the World Wide Web, on the Galileo mission 
home page at URL http://galileo.jpl.nasa.gov. Background information and educational context for the images can be 
found at URL http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo/sepo

 

http://galileo.jpl.nasa.gov
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo/sepo
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Jupiter, A Hostile World  

Below the colorful bands of clouds in Jupiter s upper atmosphere lies a very hostile 
environment. Powerful storm systems, winds much stronger than those of the strongest 
hurricanes on Earth, powerful lightning, and deadly radiation are all a part of what makes 
Jupiter so fascinating and interesting to astronomers and scientists. But this environment 
also makes Jupiter a very difficult planet to explore.  

Much of the information we have about the atmosphere of Jupiter was gathered from the 
Galileo probe in 1995, which lasted just under an hour before being destroyed by the 
atmospheric pressure of the planet. But even in such a short time, the probe was able to 
transmit a lot of information and give us a better idea of what lies below the clouds. 
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Jupiter_Approach.gif

  

Approaching Jupiter  

Date: 02.03.1979  

This is the original Voyager 'Blue Movie' (so named because it was built from Blue filter images). It records Voyager 1's 
approach during a period of over 60 Jupiter days. Notice the difference in speed and direction of the various zones of the 
atmosphere. The interaction of the atmospheric clouds and storms shows how dynamic the Jovian atmosphere is.   

As Voyager 1 approached Jupiter in 1979, it took images of the planet at regular intervals. This sequence is made from 66 
images taken once every Jupiter rotation period (about 10 hours). This time-lapse movie uses images taken every time Jupiter 
longitude 68W passed under the spacecraft. These images were acquired in the Blue filter from Jan. 6 to Feb. 3 1979. The 
spacecraft flew from 58 million kilometers to 31 million kilometers from Jupiter during that time.   

This time-lapse movie was produced at JPL by the Image Processing Laboratory in 1979.   

Image Credit: NASA  
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PIA02873.jpg

  

High Resolution Globe of Jupiter  

This true-color simulated view of Jupiter is composed of 4 images taken by NASA's Cassini spacecraft on December 7, 2000. 
To illustrate what Jupiter would have looked like if the cameras had a field-of-view large enough to capture the entire planet, 
the cylindrical map was projected onto a globe. The resolution is about 144 kilometers (89 miles) per pixel. Jupiter's moon 
Europa is casting the shadow on the planet.  

Cassini is a cooperative mission of NASA, the European Space Agency and the Italian Space Agency. JPL, a division of the 
California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, manages Cassini for NASA's Office of Space Science, Washington, D.C.  

Image Credit:  
NASA/JPL/University of Arizona  
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PIA04866.jpg

  

Cassini Jupiter Portrait  

Released November 13, 2003  

This true color mosaic of Jupiter was constructed from images taken by the narrow angle camera onboard NASA's Cassini 
spacecraft on December 29, 2000, during its closest approach to the giant planet at a distance of approximately 10 million 
kilometers (6.2 million miles).  
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It is the most detailed global color portrait of Jupiter ever produced; the smallest visible features are approximately 60 
kilometers (37 miles) across. The mosaic is composed of 27 images: nine images were required to cover the entire planet in a 
tic-tac-toe pattern, and each of those locations was imaged in red, green, and blue to provide true color. Although Cassini's 
camera can see more colors than humans can, Jupiter's colors in this new view look very close to the way the human eye would 
see them.  

Everything visible on the planet is a cloud. The parallel reddish-brown and white bands, the white ovals, and the large Great 
Red Spot persist over many years despite the intense turbulence visible in the atmosphere. The most energetic features are the 
small, bright clouds to the left of the Great Red Spot and in similar locations in the northern half of the planet. These clouds 
grow and disappear over a few days and generate lightning. Streaks form as clouds are sheared apart by Jupiter's intense jet 
streams that run parallel to the colored bands. The prominent dark band in the northern half of the planet is the location of 
Jupiter's fastest jet stream, with eastward winds of 480 kilometers (300 miles) per hour. Jupiter's diameter is eleven times that of 
Earth, so the smallest storms on this mosaic are comparable in size to the largest hurricanes on Earth.  

Unlike Earth, where only water condenses to form clouds, Jupiter's clouds are made of ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, and water. 
The updrafts and downdrafts bring different mixtures of these substances up from below, leading to clouds at different heights. 
The brown and orange colors may be due to trace chemicals dredged up from deeper levels of the atmosphere, or they may be 
byproducts of chemical reactions driven by ultraviolet light from the Sun. Bluish areas, such as the small features just north and 
south of the equator, are areas of reduced cloud cover, where one can see deeper.  

For more information, see the Cassini Project home page, http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov

 

and the Cassini imaging team home page, 
http://ciclops.org. The imaging team is based at the Space Science Institute, Boulder, Colo.  

The Cassini-Huygens mission is a cooperative project of NASA, the European Space Agency and the Italian Space Agency. 
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, a division of the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, manages the Cassini mission 
for NASA's Office of Space Science, Washington, D.C.   

Image Credit:  
NASA/JPL/Space Science Institute   

http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov
http://ciclops.org
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PIA02880.jpg

  

Polarized Light from Jupiter 

These images taken through the wide angle camera near closest approach in the deep near-infrared methane band, combined 
with filters which sense electromagnetic radiation of orthogonal polarization, show that the light from the poles is polarized. 
That is, the poles appear bright in one image, and dark in the other. Polarized light is most readily scattered by aerosols. These 
images indicate that the aerosol particles at Jupiter's poles are small and likely consist of aggregates of even smaller particles, 
whereas the particles at the equator and covering the Great Red Spot are larger. Images like these will allow scientists to 
ascertain the distribution, size and shape of aerosols, and consequently, the distribution of heat, in Jupiter's atmosphere.  

Image Credit:  
NASA/JPL/University of Arizona  
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PIA03474.jpg

  

Ultraviolet View Shows Jupiter's Stratosphere 

Wave patterns at high latitudes, plus the famous Great Red Spot, dominate a cylindrical map of Jupiter as observed by NASA's Cassini spacecraft in 
the ultraviolet region of the light spectrum.  

Compared with familiar visible-light views of Jupiter, this image is missing lower-latitude horizontal stripes of dark and light bands of clouds. (See, 
for example, PIA-02867.) Haze in Jupiter's upper atmosphere, or stratosphere, scatters and reflects ultraviolet wavelengths, but is transparent in the 
visible-light portion of the spectrum.  

This map was assembled from images taken in late 2000 by Cassini's narrow-angle camera. The images were taken during the course of a single 
Jupiter rotation lasting about 10 hours. The result shows all 360 degrees of Jupiter's longitude. The top edge is at 60 degrees north latitude; the 
bottom at 60 degrees south latitude.  

Cassini made its closest pass to Jupiter, about 10 million kilometers (6 million miles), on Dec. 30, 2000, and proceeded toward its ultimate 
destination at Saturn. For more information, see the Cassini Project home page, http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov

 

and the Cassini imaging team home page, 
http://ciclops.lpl.arizona.edu. The imaging team is based at the Boulder, Colo., campus of the Southwest Research Institute.  

Cassini is a cooperative project of NASA, the European Space Agency and the Italian Space Agency. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, a division of the 
California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, manages the Cassini mission for NASA's Office of Space Science, Washington, D.C.  

http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov
http://ciclops.lpl.arizona.edu
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PIA03473.jpg

  

Ultraviolet Movie of Jupiter's Polar Stratosphere  

Unexpected dynamics in Jupiter's upper atmosphere, or stratosphere, including the birth and motion of a dark vortex wider than 
Earth, appear in a movie clip spanning 11 weeks of ultraviolet imaging by NASA's Cassini spacecraft.  

The development of the vortex resembles development of ozone holes in Earth's stratosphere in that both processes appear to 
occur only within confined masses of high-altitude polar air. That similarity may help scientists understand both processes 
better.  

The movie is the first from any spacecraft to examine the planet's churning atmosphere in ultraviolet wavelengths. 
Hydrocarbons in Jupiter's stratosphere are transparent at the longer wavelengths of visible light and infrared light, but appear as 
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haze in ultraviolet light. Cassini's narrow-angle camera took images from a near-equatorial perspective as the spacecraft 
approached Jupiter from Oct. 1, 2000, to Dec. 15, 2000. The images have been combined and re-projected into a movie view as 
if looking down on Jupiter's north pole. Contrast was enhanced to reveal faint features. The view extends south to the equator at 
the corners of the frame. The black dot right at the pole is where no presentable data were acquired, due to Cassini's viewing 
angle. For reference, a circle of 60 degrees latitude is superimposed in white, and an oval where Jupiter has a persistent aurora is 
superimposed in blue. The aurora itself, comparable to Earth's Northern Lights, is not visible here.  

Energetic auroras heat the stratosphere and stimulate the formation of complex hydrocarbons from the breakup of methane 
molecules. A dark patch appears and within two weeks becomes a well-defined oval about the same size and shape as Jupiter's 
southern hemisphere Great Red Spot. While this dark vortex is nestled inside the auroral oval, its outer edge begins to circulate 
in a clockwise direction and it develops a small, brighter, inner core. It eventually moves out of the auroral region and deforms 
by flattening in latitude and growing in longitude. Near the end of the movie, a second, smaller, dark oval appears nearer to the 
pole and deforms in the wind shear.  

A series of wave features rings the planet south of (outside of) the latitude-60 circle. These make visible some of the dynamics 
of how haze generated in the confined polar stratosphere mixes eventually into the winds farther south.  

Comparison of this ultraviolet movie with a near-infrared movie that was produced the same way and released previously (PIA-
03452) reveals many differences. Instead of the waves and large vortex seen in the ultraviolet, the infrared imaging shows a 
multitude of small storms and parallel wind bands at a lower elevation in the atmosphere.  

Cassini made its closest pass to Jupiter, about 10 million kilometers (6 million miles), on Dec. 30, 2000, and proceeded toward 
its ultimate destination at Saturn. For more information, see the Cassini Project home page, http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov

 

and the 
Cassini imaging team home page, http://ciclops.lpl.arizona.edu. The imaging team is based at the Boulder, Colo., campus of the 
Southwest Research Institute.  

Cassini is a cooperative project of NASA, the European Space Agency and the Italian Space Agency. The Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, a division of the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, manages the Cassini mission for NASA's Office of 
Space Science, Washington, D.C.  

Image Credit: NASA/JPL/Southwest Research Institute  

http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov
http://ciclops.lpl.arizona.edu
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PIA03864.jpg

  

Cold Hole Over Jupiter's Pole  

Observations with two NASA telescopes show that Jupiter has an arctic polar vortex similar to a vortex over Earth's Antarctica 
that enables depletion of Earth's stratospheric ozone.  

These composite images of Jupiter's north polar region from the Hubble Space Telescope (right) and the Infrared Telescope 
Facility (left) show a quasi-hexagonal shape that extends vertically from the stratosphere down into the top of the troposphere. 
A sharp temperature drop, compared to surrounding air masses, creates an eastward wind that tends to keep the polar 
atmosphere, including the stratospheric haze, isolated from the rest of the atmosphere.  

The linear striations in the composite projections are artifacts of the image processing. The area closest to the pole has been 
omitted because it was too close to the edge of the planet in the original images to represent the planet reliably.  

The composite on the right combines images from the Wide Field and Planetary Camera 2 of the Hubble Space Telescope taken 
at a wavelength of 890 nanometers, which shows stratospheric haze particles.  
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The sharp boundary and wave-like structure of the haze layer suggest a polar vortex and a similarity to Earth's stratospheric 
polar clouds. Images of Jupiter's thermal radiation clinch that identification. The composite on the left, for example, is made 
from images taken with Jet Propulsion Laboratory's Mid-Infrared Large-Well Imager at NASA's Infrared Telescope Facility at a 
wavelength of 17 microns. It shows polar air mass that is 5 to 6 degrees Celsius (9 to 10 degrees Fahrenheit) colder than its 
surroundings, with the same border as the stratospheric haze. Similar observations at other infrared wavelengths show the cold 
air mass extends at least as high as the middle stratosphere down to the top of the troposphere.  

These images were taken Aug. 11 through Aug. 13, 1999, near a time when Jupiter's north pole was most visible from Earth. 
Other Infrared Telescope Facility images at frequencies sensitive to the polar haze were taken at frequent intervals from June to 
October 1999. They show that the quasi-hexagonal structure rotates slowly eastward at 1.2 degrees of longitude per day, a rate 
consistent with the average wind speeds measured from movement of visible clouds.  

Scientists studying the Earth's atmosphere are interested in these results because Jupiter's atmosphere provides a natural 
laboratory in which models of the polar vortex phenomenon can be studied under different conditions - for example, without the 
interference of topography. Of particular interest but yet unknown is how deep into Jupiter's troposphere the phenomenon 
extends. The answer to this question might be supplied by instrumentation on a polar orbiter mission at Jupiter.  

These images were taken as part of a program to support NASA's Galileo spacecraft reconnaissance of Jupiter. The Infrared 
Telescope Facility is on the summit of Hawaii's Mauna Kea and is operated by the University of Hawaii under a cooperative 
agreement with NASA. The Hubble Space Telescope is a project of international cooperation between NASA and the European 
Space Agency. The telescope is managed by the Space Telescope Science Institute, Baltimore, which is operated by the 
Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., for NASA, under contract with the Goddard Space Flight Center, 
Greenbelt, Md. The California Institute of Technology, Pasadena manages JPL for NASA.  

Image Credit:  
NASA/JPL/HST/University of Hawaii        
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Jupiter Cloud Maps 

These color maps of Jupiter were constructed from images taken by the narrow-angle camera onboard NASA's Cassini spacecraft on Dec. 11 and 12, 
2000, as the spacecraft neared Jupiter during its flyby of the giant planet. Cassini was on its way to Saturn. They are the most detailed global color 
maps of Jupiter ever produced; the smallest visible features are about 120 kilometers (75 miles) across.  

The maps are composed of 36 images: a pair of images covering Jupiter's northern and southern hemispheres was acquired in two colors every hour 
for nine hours as Jupiter rotated beneath the spacecraft. Although the raw images are in just two colors, 750 nanometers (near-infrared) and 451 
nanometers (blue), the map's colors are close to those the human eye would see when gazing at Jupiter.  

The maps show a variety of colorful cloud features, including parallel reddish-brown and white bands, the Great Red Spot, multi-lobed chaotic 
regions, white ovals and many small vortices. Many clouds appear in streaks and waves due to continual stretching and folding by Jupiter's winds and 
turbulence. The bluish-gray features along the north edge of the central bright band are equatorial "hot spots," meteorological systems such as the one 
entered by NASA's Galileo probe. Small bright spots within the orange band north of the equator are lightning-bearing thunderstorms. The polar 
regions shown here are less clearly visible because Cassini viewed them at an angle and through thicker atmospheric haze.  

The round maps are polar stereographic projections that show the north or south pole in the center of the map and the equator at the edge. Pixels in 
the rectangular map cover equal increments of planetocentric latitude (which is measured relative to the center of the planet) and longitude, and 
extend to 180 degrees of latitude and 360 degrees of longitude. 

The Cassini-Huygens mission is a cooperative project of NASA, the European Space Agency and the Italian Space Agency. The Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, a division of the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, manages the mission for NASA's Science Mission Directorate, 
Washington, D.C. The Cassini orbiter and its two onboard cameras were designed, developed and assembled at JPL. The imaging operations center is 
based at the Space Science Institute in Boulder, Colo.  

For more information about the Cassini-Huygens mission visit http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/home/index.cfm. The Cassini imaging team homepage is at 
http://ciclops.org.   

Image Credit:  
NASA/JPL/Space Science Institute  

http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/home/index.cfm
http://ciclops.org
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PIA03452.mov

  

Jupiter Polar Winds Movie  

Bands of eastward and westward winds on Jupiter appear as concentric rotating circles in this movie composed of Cassini 
spacecraft images that have been re-projected as if the viewer were looking down at Jupiter's north pole and the planet were 
flattened.  

The sequence covers 70 days, from October 1 to December 9, 2000. Cassini's narrow-angle camera captured the images of 
Jupiter's atmosphere in the near-infrared region of the spectrum.  

What is surprising in this view is the coherent nature of the high-latitude flows, despite the very chaotic, mottled and non-
banded appearance of the planet's polar regions. This is the first extended movie sequence to show the coherence and longevity 
of winds near the pole and the features blown around the planet by them.  

There are thousands of spots, each an active storm similar to the size to the largest of storms on Earth. Large terrestrial storms 
usually last only a week before they dissolve and are replaced by other storms. But many of the Jovian storms seen here, while 
occasionally changing latitude or merging with each other, persist for the entire 70 days. Until now, the lifetime of the high-
latitude features was unknown. Their longevity is a mystery of Jovian weather.  
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Cassini collected images of Jupiter for months before and after it passed the planet on December 30, 2000. Six or more images 
of the planet in each of several spectral filters were taken at evenly spaced intervals over the course of Jupiter's 10-hour rotation 
period. The entire sequence was repeated generally every other Jupiter rotation, yielding views of every sector of the planet at 
least once every 20 hours.  

The images used for the movie shown here were taken every 20 hours through a filter centered at a wavelength of 756 
nanometers, where there are almost no absorptions in the planet's atmosphere. The images covering each rotation were 
mosaiced together to form a cylindrical map extending from 75 degrees north to 75 degrees south in latitude and covering 360 
degrees in longitude. The movie consists of 84 such maps, spanning 70 Earth days in time or 168 Jupiter rotations.  

Transforming the cylindrical maps into polar stereographic projections produces a movie of what Jupiter would look like if 
viewed from the pole. Jupiter's alternating eastward and westward jet streams flow in concentric rings around the pole, with 
equatorial motions visible in the corners. The dark features flowing counterclockwise near the equator are"hot spots" where 
cloud cover is relatively thin.  

The high-latitude movements call into question one notion concerning wind circulation on Jupiter. The model in question 
suggests that Jupiter'a alternating bands of east-west winds are the exposed edges of deeper rotating cylinders that extend north-
south through the planet. However, the east-west winds that the movie shows in polar regions don't fit that model. The cylinders 
whose edges would form those bands would have to go through the innermost portion of the planet, where the cylinders' 
different rotations could not be maintained. Jupiter's wind pattern may involve a mix of rotation-on-cylinders near the equator 
and some other circulation mechanism near the poles.  

For more information, see the Cassini Project home page, http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/cassini/ and the Cassini Imaging Team home 
page, http://ciclops.lpl.arizona.edu/ciclops/ .  

Cassini is a cooperative project of NASA, the European Space Agency and the Italian Space Agency. The Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, a division of the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, manages the Cassini mission for NASA's Office of 
Space Science, Washington, D.C.  

Image Credit:  
NASA/JPL/Southwest Research Institute  

http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/cassini/
http://ciclops.lpl.arizona.edu/ciclops/
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PIA03453.mov

  

Jupiter Polar Winds Movie Blowup  

Persistent polar storms and zonal winds on Jupiter can be seen in this magnified quadrant from a movie projecting images from 
NASA's Cassini spacecraft as if the viewer were looking down at Jupiter's north pole and the planet were flattened.  

The sequence covers 70 days, from October 1 to December 9, 2000. Cassini's narrow-angle camera captured the images of 
Jupiter's atmosphere in the near-infrared region of the spectrum.  

Like the accompanying full-circle movie of polar winds, this zoomed-inversion shows that the polar region has coherent flows, 
despite its chaotic, mottled appearance. There are thousands of spots, each an active storm similar in size to the largest storms 
on Earth. The spots occasionally change latitude or merge with each other, but usually they last for the entire 70 days. Until 
now, the lifetime of those storms was unknown.  

The mystery of Jupiter's weather is why the storms last so long. Storms on Earth last for a week before they break up and are 
replaced by other storms. This movie heightens the mystery because it shows long-lived storms at the highest latitudes, where 
the weather patterns are more disorganized than at low latitudes.  

Cassini collected images of Jupiter for months before and after it passed the planet on December 30, 2000. Six images or more 
of the planet in each of several spectral filters were taken at evenly spaced intervals over the course of Jupiter's 10-hour rotation 
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period. The entire sequence was repeated generally every other Jupiter rotation, yielding views of every sector of the planet at 
least once every 20 hours.  

The images used for the movie shown here were taken every 20 hours through a filter centered at a wavelength of 756 
nanometers, where there are almost no absorptions in the planet's atmosphere. Images from each rotation were assembled first 
into a cylindrical map. The 84 resulting cylindrical maps, spanning 70 Earth days or 168 Jupiter rotations, were transformed to 
polar stereographic projections, making a map centered on the north pole. This clip shows detail by zooming in on one quadrant 
of the full-circle polar projection. Jupiter's alternating eastward and westward jet streams flow in concentric rings around the 
pole.  

For more information, see the Cassini Project home page, http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/cassini/ and the Cassini Imaging Team home 
page, http://ciclops.lpl.arizona.edu/ciclops/ .  

Cassini is a cooperative project of NASA, the European Space Agency and the Italian Space Agency. The Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, a division of the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, manages the Cassini mission for NASA's Office of 
Space Science, Washington, D.C.  

Image Credit: NASA/JPL/Southwest Research Institute  

http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/cassini/
http://ciclops.lpl.arizona.edu/ciclops/
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PIA03454.mov

  

70 Days of Jupiter Winds  

This global movie of 70 days of Jupiter's cloud movements photographed by NASA's Cassini spacecraft shows that zones of 
eastward and westward winds cover the planet virtually from pole to pole.  

Cassini's narrow-angle camera captured the images of Jupiter's atmosphere from October 1 to December 9, 2000, in the near-
infrared region of the spectrum. The view here is a cylindrical projection centered in the planet's equator.  

The movie allows tracking of individual storms' movements in the familiar zonal bands of the lower latitudes, in the swirling 
turbulence around the Great Red Spot and in the high latitudes where still images show chaotic mottling instead of stripes.  

Cassini collected images of Jupiter for months before and after it passed the planet on December 30, 2000. Six or more images 
of the planet in each of several spectral filters were taken at evenly spaced intervals over the course of Jupiter's 10-hour rotation 
period. The entire sequence was repeated generally every other Jupiter rotation, yielding views of every sector of the planet at 
least once every 20 hours.  

The images used for the movie shown here were taken every 20 hours through a filter centered at a wavelength of 756 
nanometers, where there are almost no absorptions in the planet's atmosphere. Six images covering each rotation were mosaiced 
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together to form a cylindrical map extending from 75 degrees north to 75 degrees south in latitude and covering 360 degrees in 
longitude. The movie consists of 84 such maps, spanning 70Earth days in time or 168 Jupiter rotations.  

For more information, see the Cassini Project home page, http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/cassini/ and the Cassini Imaging Team home 
page, http://ciclops.lpl.arizona.edu/ciclops/ .  

Cassini is a cooperative project of NASA, the European Space Agency and the Italian Space Agency. The Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, a division of the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, manages the Cassini mission for NASA's Office of 
Space Science, Washington, D.C.  

Image Credit:  
NASA/JPL/Southwest Research Institute   

http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/cassini/
http://ciclops.lpl.arizona.edu/ciclops/
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Below the Clouds  

Jupiter s atmosphere is 99 percent hydroden and helium. The remaining 1 percent 
contains methane, ammonia, water vapor, and trace elements. Below the clouds is a sea 
of liquid hydrogen and helium 13,000 miles (21,000 km) deep. As you go farther into the 
interior of the planet, the pressure increases drastically, and the hydrogen turns into a 
liquid metal, similar to the mercury in a thermometer. This liquid metallic hydrogen 
could be as deep as 25,000 miles (40,000 km). Liquid metallic hydrogen is a good 
conductor of electricity, and it is this layer that is responsible for Jupiter s strong 
magnetic field.  

At the center of the liquid metallic hydrogen is the core of the planet. The temperature 
there may be as high as 55,000º Fahrenheit (30,000º Celsius), and the pressure is millions 
of times stronger than the atmospheric pressure at Earth s surface. Some believe that 
Jupiter has a rocky core, while others believe the core is not solid but an extremely dense 
liquid. The core is estimated to be one and a half times the size of Earth s diameter.  

The heat from the core is generated outward through a process called convection. It is this 
heat that powers the storms on Jupiter. On Earth, it is the heat from the sun that drives the 
weather patterns. On Jupiter, the weather patterns are caused by heat and energy from 
within. Jupiter actually gives off more heat and engergy than it receives from the sun. 
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Gas Giant Interiors  

Jupiter  
Jupiter's composition is mainly hydrogen and helium. In contrast to planetary bodies covered with a hard surface crust (the 
Earth, for example), the jovian surface is gaseous-liquid, rendering the boundary between the atmosphere and the planet itself 
almost indistinguishable. Below the roughly 1000-kilometer-thick atmosphere, a layer of liquid hydrogen extends to a depth of 
20,000 kilometers. Even deeper, it is believed that there is a layer of liquid metallic hydrogen at a pressure of 3 million bars. 
The planet core is believed to comprise iron-nickel alloy, rock, etc., at a temperature estimated to exceed 20,000C. 
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Saturn 
As with Jupiter, Saturn is mainly composed of hydrogen and helium and is observed to be of extremely low density. In fact, 
Saturn's mean density is only about two-thirds that of water. The Saturn atmosphere comprises, in descending order of altitude, 
a layer of ammonia, a layer of ammonium hydrogen sulfide, and a layer of ice. Below this, the saturnian surface is a stratum of 
liquid hydrogen (as in the case of Jupiter) underlain with a layer of liquid metallic hydrogen. It is believed that the liquid 
hydrogen layer of Saturn is thicker than that of Jupiter, while the liquid metallic hydrogen layer may be thinner. The planet's 
core is estimated to be composed of rock and ice.  

Uranus 
Uranus is gaseous in composition, mainly comprising hydrogen and helium as in the case of Jupiter and Saturn. The planet 
atmosphere is mostly hydrogen but also includes helium and methane. The planet core is estimated to be rock and ice 
encompassed by an outer layer of ice comprised of water, ammonium, and methane.   

Neptune  
The atmosphere of Neptune consists of mainly hydrogen, methane and helium, similar to Uranus. Below it is a liquid hydrogen 
layer including helium and methane. The lower layer is made up of the liquid hydrogen compounds oxygen and nitrogen. It is 
believed that the planet core comprises rock and ice. Neptune's average density, as well as the greatest proportion of core per 
planet size, is the greatest among all the gaseous planets.  

Image Credit: Lunar and Planetary Institute  
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A Revised Theory of Cloud Bands and Cloud Zones  

Through a telescope, Jupiter appears striped. These bands of color are caused by the 
different cloud layers in the upper atmosphere. The different colors are caused mainly by 
the chemical composition and temperature of the vaious layers of clouds. The clouds are 
in constant motion, powered by winds as strong as 400 miles per hour (644 km/h). In 
comparision, the most powerful hurricanes on Earth have winds between 150 and 200 
miles per hour (between 241 and 322 km/h). The temperature at the cloud tops is as chilly 
-243ºF (-153ºC).  

The stripes, or bands, are referred to as belts and zones. The darker bands are called belts, 
and the lighter bands are called zones. For a long time, it was believed that zones were 
areas of rising atmosphere and that the belts were areas of descending atmosphere.  

Recent photos by Cassini have changed that theory. Images of individual storm systems 
rising in the darker areas have led astronomers to believe that the belts are areas of rising 
air and that the zones are areas of descending air. Dr. Tony Del Genio, and atmospheric 
scientist at NASA s Goddard Institute for Space Studies, described this new finding in a 
2003 Jet Propulsion Lab press release as the opposite of expectations for the past 50 
years.
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The Great Red Spot and the Great Dark Spot  

Thousands of storms the size of the largest storms on Earth rage on Jupiter. The planet s 
largest and most well-known storm system is the Great Red Spot .First identified by 
English scientist Robert Hooke in 1664, it is a powerful storm, much like a hurricane on 
Earth, than has raged for hundreds of years. It is so big that at least two Earths could fit 
inside it. The size and shape of the storm may change slightly over time, but overall its 
position on the planet remains constant.  

The Great Red Spot was thought to be the biggest feature on Jupiter, but photos taken by 
Cassini in 2000 show another feature just as large. Referred to as the Great Dark Spot, it 
is a dark cloud two times the size of Earth that appears around the planet s north pole. It 
was first glimpsed in an image taken by the Hubble Space Telescope in 1997, but it 
seems to appear and disappear over a period of months. Although astronomers are not 
sure what causes it to appear, some believe that it is a side effect of auroras on Jupiter. An 
aurora is a phenomenon caused when charged particles, often from solar wind, strike 
gases in the atmosphere, causing them to glow. 
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Jupiter Great Red Spot  

Date: 02.25.1979  

This dramatic view of Jupiter's Great Red Spot and its 
surroundings was obtained by Voyager 1 on Feb. 25, 
1979, when the spacecraft was 5.7 million miles (9.2 
million kilometers) from Jupiter. Cloud details as 
small as 100 miles (160 kilometers) across can be seen 
here.   

The colorful, wavy cloud pattern to the left of the Red 
Spot is a region of extraordinarily complex end 
variable wave motion. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
manages the Voyager mission for NASA's Office of 
Space Science.   

Image Credit: NASA  
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Oval Storms Merging on Jupiter, Released 

October 23, 2000  

These four images of clouds in a portion of Jupiter's 
southern hemisphere show steps in the 
consolidation of three "white oval" storms into one 
over a three-year span of time. They were obtained 
on four dates, from Sept. 18, 1997, to Sept. 2, 2000, 
by NASA's Hubble Space Telescope.  The widths of 
the white ovals range from about 8,000 kilometers 
to 12,000 kilometers (about 5,000 miles to 7,500 
miles). North is up and east is to the right.  

The top image shows three white oval storms, 
which had coexisted for about 60 years. They were 
nicknamed FA, DE and BC, in order from west to 
east. By mid-1998, as shown in the second image, 
the two easternmost storms had merged into one, 
called BE. By October 1999, as shown in the third 
image, the merged oval and the last of the original 
three were approaching each other, but they were 
separated by a dark storm, called o1, between them. 
The two white oval storms later merged into a 
single storm, as shown in the final image from 
September 2000. 

The Hubble Space Telescope is a facility of NASA and the European Space Agency. It is operated by the Space Telescope 
Science Institute, Baltimore, Md., which is managed for NASA by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy in 
Honolulu.  
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Satellite Footprints Seen in Jupiter Aurora  

This is a spectacular NASA Hubble Space Telescope close-up view of an electric-blue aurora that is eerily glowing one half 
billion miles away on the giant planet Jupiter. Auroras are curtains of light resulting from high-energy electrons racing along the 
planet's magnetic field into the upper atmosphere. The electrons excite atmospheric gases, causing them to glow. The image 
shows the main oval of the aurora, which is centered on the magnetic north pole, plus more diffuse emissions inside the polar 
cap.  
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Though the aurora resembles the same phenomenon that crowns Earth's polar regions, the Hubble image shows unique 
emissions from the magnetic "footprints" of three of Jupiter's largest moons. (These points are reached by following Jupiter's 
magnetic field from each satellite down to the planet).  

Auroral footprints can be seen in this image from Io (along the lefthand limb), Ganymede (near the center), and Europa (just 
below and to the right of Ganymede's auroral footprint). These emissions, produced by electric currents generated by the 
satellites, flow along Jupiter's magnetic field, bouncing in and out of the upper atmosphere. They are unlike anything seen on 
Earth.  

This ultraviolet image of Jupiter was taken with the Hubble Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) on November 26, 
1998. In this ultraviolet view, the aurora stands out clearly, but Jupiter's cloud structure is masked by haze.  

December 14, 2000 inaugurates an intensive two weeks of joint observation of Jupiter's aurora by Hubble and the Cassini 
spacecraft. Cassini will make its closest approach to Jupiter enroute to a July 2004 rendezvous with Saturn. A second campaign 
in January 2001 will consist of Hubble images of Jupiter's day-side aurora and Cassini images of Jupiter's night-side aurora, 
obtained just after Cassini has flown past Jupiter. The team will develop computer models that predict how the aurora operates, 
and this will yield new insights into the effects of the solar wind on the magnetic fields of planets.  

Image Credit:  
NASA and the Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)Acknowledgment: NASA/ESA, John Clarke (University of Michigan)   
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A Long, Cold Season 

 
Seasons on Earth are not caused by the distance between Earth and the sun. Rather, they 
are caused by Earth s tilt. Earth s 23.5-degree tilt means that the sun shines directly over 
the Northern Hemisphere during part of the year, and shines directly over the Southern 
Hemisphere during the other part of the year, Jupiter, however, has a tilt of only 3 
degrees. Because of this, the temperature does not vary much throughout the year, staying 
at about -243ºF (-153ºC) at the cloud tops. 
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The Magnetosphere and Radiation Belts  

The region of space surrounding a celestial body that is dominated by the object s 
magnetic field is called its magnetosphere. Jupiter s magnetosphere isn t round like the 
planet, though. Solar wind pushes on it, forcing it into more of a teardrop shape. Juiter s 
magnetosphere is so large that, if it were visible, Jupiter would appear as large as the 
Moon in Earth s sky.  

Charged particles trapped within the magnetosphere form powerful radiation belts in its 
inner portions. Recent data from Cassini shows that these radiation belts are more 
powerful than previously estimated. It is believed that this is the most deadly radiation 
area around asy of the planets. Not only is this dangerous radiation a concern for 
spacecraft, it would be deadly for a human being. 
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Inner Radiation Belts of Jupiter   

Details in radiation belts close to Jupiter are mapped from measurements that 
NASA's Cassini spacecraft made of radio emission from high-energy electrons 
moving at nearly the speed of light within the belts.  

The three views show the belts at different points in Jupiter's 10-hour rotation. A 
picture of Jupiter is superimposed to show the size of the belts relative to the 
planet. Cassini's radar instrument, operating in a listen-only mode, measured the 
strength of microwave radio emissions at a frequency of 13.8 gigahertz (13.8 
billion cycles per second or 2.2centimeter wavelength). The results indicate the 
region near Jupiter is one of the harshest radiation environments in the solar 
system.  

From Earth-based radio telescopes, the telltale radio emissions would be 
swamped out by heat-generated radio emissions from Jupiter's atmosphere, but 
Cassini was close enough to Jupiter in January 2001 to differentiate between the 
emissions from the radiation belts and those from the atmosphere.  

The belts appear to wobble as the planet turns because they are controlled by 
Jupiter's magnetic field, which is tilted in relation to the planet's poles.  

For more information about the Saturn-bound Cassini spacecraft and its 
observations of Jupiter, see the Cassini home page,http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov.  

Cassini is a cooperative project of NASA, the European Space Agency and the 
Italian Space Agency. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, a division of the 
California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, manages the Cassini mission for 
NASA's Office of Space Science, Washington, D.C.  

Image Credit: NASA/JPL  

http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov
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PIA03476.jpg

  

Jupiter's Magnetosphere Made Visible  

The vast magnetosphere of charged particles whirling around Jupiter, normally invisible, can be imaged by a new type of 
instrument aboard NASA's Cassini spacecraft and is seen here.  

Three features are sketched in for context: a black circle showing the size of Jupiter, lines of Jupiter's magnetic field, and a 
cross-section of the Io torus, a doughnut-shaped ring of charged particles that originate from volcanic eruptions on Jupiter's 
moon Io and circle Jupiter at about the orbit of Io.  
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Jupiter's magnetosphere is the largest object in the solar system. If it glowed in wavelengths visible to the eye, it would appear 
two to three times the size of the Sun or Moon to viewers on Earth.  

Cassini's ion and neutral camera detects neutral atoms expelled from the magnetosphere, deriving information about their 
source. This image was taken shortly after Cassini's closest approach to Jupiter, about 10 million kilometers (6 million miles) 
from the planet on Dec. 30, 2000. For more information about the Saturn-bound spacecraft and its observations of Jupiter, see 
the Cassini home page,http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov.  

Cassini is a cooperative project of NASA, the European Space Agency and the Italian Space Agency. The Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, a division of the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, manages the Cassini mission for NASA's Office of 
Space Science, Washington, D.C.  

Image Credit:  
NASA/JPL/Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory  

http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov
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Star Quality 

 
In many ways, Jupiter resembles a star more than a planet as we think of one. In fact, if 
Jupiter were between 50 and 100 times larger, it would have to become a star. As it is, the 
planet is too small and its core is too cool to become a star. 
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Jupiter s Rings  

Saturn s ring system has been known about for hundreds of years, but it wasn t until 
Voyager 1 s discovery in 1979 that we learned of Jupiter s ring system. It is now known 
that all the gas giants have ring systems.  

Recent images have shown that Jupiter s ring system is made up of three main parts: the 
halo, the main ring, and two faint gossamer rings. Recent data from Galileo has shown 
that the ring system is made up tiny dust-sized particles created from meteor impacts into 
the small inner moons. These moons Metis, Adrastea, Amalthea, and Thebe are often 
called the ring moons.  

The ring system begins at about 62,000 miles (100,000 km) from the center of Jupiter and 
extends to the orbit of Thebe, approximately 137,880 miles (221,900 km) from Jupiter. 
Unlike the rings of Saturn, Jupiter s rings do not appear to contain ice.  

The rings are not the only things that encircle Jupiter. There are also giant doughnut-
shaped gas clouds surrounding the planet. One is known as the Io plasma torus. Jupiter s 
magnetosphere actually strips off one ton (1,000 kg) of material from Io s surface every 
second. The material forms this doughnut-shaped cloud, called a torus, following Io s 
orbit. Another gas cloud was recently discovered surrounding Europa. It is believed that 
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Ion radiation from Jupiter damages Europa s surface, pulling apart water molecules and 
sending them out into Europa s orbit.  
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Jovian Ring System Mosaic  

NASA's Galileo spacecraft acquired this mosaic of Jupiter's ring system (top) when the spacecraft was in Jupiter's shadow 
looking back toward the Sun. Jupiter's ring system (inset diagram) is composed of three parts: an outermost gossamer ring, a flat 
main ring, and an innermost donut-shaped halo. These rings are made up of dust-sized particles that are blasted off of the nearby 
inner satellites by small impacts. This image was taken on November 9, 1996 at a distance of 2.3 million kilometers (1.4 million 
miles).  
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Jupiter's Inner Satellites and Ring Components  

This schematic cut-away view of the components of Jupiter's ring system shows the geometry of the rings in 
relation to Jupiter and to the small inner satellites, which are the source of the dust which forms the rings.  
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The Formation of Jupiter's Ring System  

The innermost and thickest ring, shown in gray shading, is the halo that ends at the main ring. The thin, narrow 
main ring, shown with red shading, is bounded by the 16- kilometer-wide (10-miles) satellite Adrastea and 
shows a marked decrease in brightness near the orbit of Jupiter's innermost moon, Metis. It is composed of fine 
particles knocked off Adrastea and Metis. Although the orbits of Adrastea and Metis are about 1,000 kilometers 
(about 600 miles) apart, that separation is not depicted in this drawing. Impacts by small meteoroids (fragments 
of asteroids and comets) into these small, low-gravity satellites feed material into the rings. Thebe and 
Amalthea, the next two satellites in increasing distance from Jupiter, supply dust which forms the thicker, disk-
like "gossamer" rings. The gossamer rings, depicted with yellow and green shading, are thicker because the 
source satellites orbit Jupiter on inclined paths  
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Satellite Interactions with Jupiter's Ring System 

These small satellites all orbit closer to Jupiter than the four largest Galilean satellites, Io, Europa, 
Ganymede and Callisto, which were discovered nearly 400 years ago. The orbital distances of the moons 
are drawn relative to the size of Jupiter. 
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Jupiter's Main Ring and Inner Satellites 
Side view of system: Overhead view of system: 

  

jupsats1.htm

 

jupsats2.htm

 

The Jupiter image was created from a map based on data obtained by the Hubble Space Telescope. 

JPL manages the Galileo mission for NASA's Office of Space Science, Washington, DC. The images are posted 
on the Internet at http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/ and at http://galileo.jpl.nasa.gov. Background information 
and educational context for the images can be found at: http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo/sepo .  

http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/
http://galileo.jpl.nasa.gov
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo/sepo
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Satellite Rings Movie 

This brief movie clip (of which the release image is a still frame), taken by NASA's Cassini spacecraft as it 
approached Jupiter, shows the motions, over a 16 hour-period, of two satellites embedded in Jupiter's ring. The 
moon Adrastea is the fainter of the two, and Metis the brighter. Images such as these will be used to refine the 
orbits of the two bodies.  

The movie was made from images taken during a 40-hour sequence of the Jovian ring on December 11, 2000.  

Cassini is a cooperative mission of NASA, the European Space Agency and the Italian Space Agency. JPL, a 
division of the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, manages Cassini for NASA's Office of Space 
Science, Washington, D.C.  

Image Credit:  
NASA/JPL/University of Arizona  
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Massive Gas Cloud Around Jupiter  

An innovative instrument on NASA's Cassini spacecraft makes the space 
environment around Jupiter visible, revealing a donut-shaped gas cloud 
encircling the planet.  

The image was taken with the energetic neutral atom imaging technique 
by the Magnetospheric Imaging Instrument on Cassini as the spacecraft 
flew past Jupiter in early 2001 at a distance of about 10 million kilometers 
(6 million miles). This technique provides information about a source by 
detecting neutral atoms emitted by the source, comparable to how a 
camera reveals information about an object by detecting photons coming 
from the object.  

The central object in this image represents energetic neutral atom 
emissions from Jupiter itself. The outer two objects represent emissions 
from a donut-shaped cloud, or torus, that shares an orbit with Jupiter's 
moon Europa. The cloud's emissions appear dot-like because of the 
viewing angle. The torus is viewed edge-on, and the image is brightest at 
the line-of-sight angles that pass through the greatest volume of it.  

Cassini is a cooperative project of NASA, the European Space Agency 
and the Italian Space Agency. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, a division of 
the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, Calif., manages 
Cassini for NASA's Office of Space Science, Washington, D.C.  

Image Credit:  
NASA/JPL/Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory   
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PIA04433.jpg

  
Jupiter Torus Diagram  

A cut-away schematic of Jupiter's space 
environment shows magnetically trapped 
radiation ions (in red), the neutral gas torus of 
the volcanic moon Io (green) and the newly 
discovered neutral gas torus of the moon 
Europa (blue). The white lines represent 
magnetic field lines.  

Energetic neutral atoms (ENA) are emitted 
from the Europa torus regions because of the 
interaction between the trapped ions and the 
neutral gases. The Magnetospheric Imaging 
Instrument on NASA's Cassini spacecraft 
imaged those energetic neutral atoms in early 
2001 during Cassini's flyby of Jupiter. 
Energetic neutral atoms also come from 
Jupiter when radiation ions impinge onto 
Jupiter's upper atmosphere.  

Cassini is a cooperative project of NASA, the 
European Space Agency and the Italian Space 
Agency. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, a 
division of the California Institute of 
Technology in Pasadena, Calif., manages 
Cassini for NASA's Office of Space Science, 
Washington, D.C.  

Image Credit: NASA/JPL/Johns Hopkins 
University Applied Physics Laboratory   
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Observing Jupiter  

The following articles from the editors of Sky and Telescope Magazine provide good information on observing and imaging Jupiter and its moons. 
These and many other articles are available online at their Web site: www.skyandtelescope.com.    

Sky and Telescope - A Jupiter Observing Guide.htm

  

Sky and Telescope - Astro Imaging with Digital Cameras.htm

  

Sky and Telescope - Chasing the Moons of Jupiter.htm

  

Sky and Telescope - Phenomena of Jupiter's Moons.htm

  

Sky and Telescope - Transit Times of Jupiter's Great Red Spot.htm

  

http://www.skyandtelescope.com
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The Future of Exploration  

What does the future hold for our exploration and attempts to understand Jupiter and its 
moons? Would we ever be able to send a man or woman to Jupiter? At the moment, this 
appears unlikely. The time it takes to fly to Jupiter alone makes the prospect of manned 
spaceflight nearly impossible. That, combined with the hostile environment and deadly 
radiation of the planet, makes the task unachievable at this time. Perhaps in the future, 
technology will be advanced enough to make it possible.  

Even though a manned mission would be impossible, what about another unmanned 
spacecraft? Scientists are currently working on new ways to investigate the planet. It has 
been suggested that the best way to further observe Jupiter and its atmosphere would be a 
new and different type of probe. Perhaps the best type of probe would be some sort of 
balloon-like craft, one that chould float above the atmosphere, thereby avoiding the 
crushing atmosphere pressure.  

At the moment, there are no scheduled future missions to Jupiter. However, there are 
proposed missions to investigate some of its moons.  
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Probes to Europa  

Europa is believed by many to be one of the most likely places to find evidence of life in 
the solar system. According to Ron Greeley, chair of the Europa Focus Group, who was 
quoted on the NASA Astrobiology Institute Web site, If we think about the basic 
ingredients for life, we need liquid water, we need an energy source, and we need the 
right organic compounds. Europa seems to be a place where those three ingredients can 
be found. The NASA Astrobiology Institute s Europa Focus Group was founded in 2001 
and brings together scientists of different disciplines to study the prospect of life on 
Europa.  

Europa is considered a high-priority exploration destination., and a number of future 
missions to the moon are currently being investigated. One proposed mission was the 
Juiper Icy Moons Orbiter (JIMO), which would explore Callisto, Ganymede, and then 
Europa. Unfortunately, funding for this mission was cut in 2005 in favor of human 
spaceflight missions. Although Europa is of intense interest, and future missions are 
proposed, the next tentative mission to the Jupiter system would not launch before 2010.   
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The Search for Life  

One of the reasons Jupiter s moons interest scientists so much is the possibility of finding 
some sort of life. Water, energy, and some sort of organic matter all lend themselves to 
the possibility of life as we know it. But what about life as we don t know it? Some have 
proposed the theory that some sort of life exists on Jupiter, a simple being that merely 
floats through the atmosphere.  

Scientist Carl Sagan outlined such a theory in his book Cosmos. Sagan and his colleague 
E. E. Salpeter described the type of life-forms that could exist in an environment such as 
Jupiter s. They imagined a world of creatures existing in Jupiter s atmosphere that could 
propel themselves with jets of gas. Sagan and Salpeter were not proposing that such 
creatures actually exist, only that it is possble for such creatures to exist, that physics 
and chemistry permit such lifeforms. Their model for life in such an environment shows 
how scientists need to use their imaginations and expand their understanding of what 
types of life could exist in the universe.  

And what about beyond Jupiter? Some would say that the possibility of finding 
intelligent life is high, considering the billions of planets orbiting around billions of stars. 
Others disagree, believing that Earth is unique and that we are alone in the universe. One 
thing is certain, however. The search for life in the universe will continue. As Carl Sagan 
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writes in Cosmos: When we say the search for life elsewhere is important, we are not 
guaranteeing that it will be easy to find only that it is very much worth seeking.
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Timeline of Exploration and Discovery  

1610: Galileo discovers four moons of Jupiter, later known as the Galilean moons.  

1972: Pioneer 10 is launched by NASA in March. Its mission is to photograph Jupiter and its satellites.  

1973: After passing safely through the asteroid belt, Pioneer 10 reaches Jupiter in December. Pioneer 10 takes the first close-up 
images of Jupiter and its moons before heading into the outer solar system.  

1973: Pioneer 11 is launched by NASA in April. Pioneer 11 comes within 27,000 miles (43,452 km) of Jupiter s cloud tops and 
gathers information about the planet and its satellites, its magnetosphere, and solar wind. It then uses the gravity of Jupiter to 
adjust its course and head to Saturn.  

1977: Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 are launched in August and September to investigate Jupiter s atmosphere and magnetosphere, 
as well as the satellite of both Jupiter and Saturn, the ring system of Saturn, and to search for a possible ring system around 
Jupiter.  

1979: Voyager 2 reaches Jupiter in July and eventually completes what is called the Grand Tour: a visit to Jupiter, Saturn, 
Uranus, and Neptune.  

1979: Voyager 1 reaches Jupiter in March and discovers that Jupiter does indeed have a ring system.  

1994: In July, Galileo sends back images of Shoemaker-Levy 9 impacting Jupiter s surface.  

2003: Pioneer 10 sends its final signal in January. The probe will continue to travel silently through space and will pass near the 
first object in its path, the star Aldebaran in the constellation Taurus, in 2 million years. Voyager 1 reaches 8.4 billion miles 
(13.5 billion km) from the sun on November 5.     
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Past Missions 
Pioneer 10 (Flyby Jupiter)  

Launched - 03/1972 
Arrival - 12/1973  

Equipment/Experiments   

 

magnetic fields  

 

charged particle composition  

 

asteroid/meteoroid astronomy  

 

Jovian trapped radiation 

 

UV photometry imaging photopolarimeter (IPP)  

 

IR radiometers  

 

S-band occultation  

 

Jovian charged particles  

 

quadrispherical plasma analyzer  

 

meteoroid detectors  

 

celestial mechanics 

 

cosmic-ray spectra  

 

zodiacal light two-color photopolarimetry  

Goals/Accomplishments  

 

to study Jupiter's magnetic field and atmosphere while taking the first close-up pictures of the planet; to study the interplanetary and planetary 
magnetic fields; solar wind parameters; cosmic rays; transition region of the heliosphere; neutral hydrogen abundance; distribution, size, 
mass, flux, and velocity of dust particles; Jovian aurorae; Jovian radio waves; atmosphere of Jupiter and some of its satellites, particularly Io; 
and to photograph Jupiter and its satellites  

 

the first spacecraft to pass through the Asteroid Belt and explore the outer solar system; scientists were surprised at the tremendous radiation 
levels; took the first close-up pictures of the planet; once past Jupiter, the spacecraft headed out of the solar system; the spacecraft continued 
to function and head in the general direction of Aldebaran, the red giant star in the constellation of Taurus; it would take about 2 million years 
to get to Aldebaran; last contact with the spacecraft was on January 23, 2003 
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Pioneer 11 (Flyby Jupiter and Saturn)  

Launched - 04/1973 
Arrival - 12/1974  

Equipment/Experiments  

 
magnetic fields  

 

charged particle composition  

 

asteroid/meteoroid astronomy  

 

Jovian trapped radiation 

 

UV photometry  

 

imaging photopolarimeter (IPP)  

 

IR radiometers  

 

S-band occultation  

 

Jovian charged particles  

 

quadrispherical plasma analyzer  

 

meteoroid detectors  

 

celestial mechanics 

 

cosmic-ray spectra  

 

zodiacal light two-color photopolarimetry  

 

Jovian magnetic field  

Goals/Accomplishments  

 

to investigate Jupiter and the outer solar system; to study interplanetary and planetary magnetic fields; solar wind properties; cosmic rays; 
transition region of the heliosphere; neutral hydrogen abundance; distribution, size, mass, flux, and velocity of dust particles; Jovian aurorae; 
Jovian radio waves; the atmospheres of planets and satellites; and the surfaces of Jupiter, Saturn, and some of their satellites  

 

flew within 34,000 kilometers (21,100 miles) of the Jovian cloud tops; the spacecraft studied the planet's magnetic field and atmosphere and 
took pictures of the planet and some of its moons 
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Voyager 2 (Flyby Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune)  

Launched - 08/1975 
Arrival - 07/1979  

Voyager 1 (Flyby Jupiter and Saturn)  

Launched - 09/1975 
Arrival - 03/1979  

Equipment/Experiments  

 

imaging science (ISS)  

 

radio science (RSS)  

 

UV spectrometer (UVS) 

 

triaxial fluxgate  

 

magnetometer (MAG) 

 

low-energy charged particles (LECP)  

 

cosmic ray system (CRS)  

 

planetary radio astronomy (PRA)  

 

photopolarimeter system (PPS)  

 

plasma wave system (PWS) 

 

IR interferometer spectrometer (IRIS) 

 

plasma spectrometer (PLS)  

Goals/Accomplishments  

 

to make studies of Jupiter and Saturn, their satellites, and their magnetospheres as well as studies of the interplanetary medium; an option 
designed into the Voyager 2 trajectory, and ultimately exercised, would direct it toward Uranus and Neptune to perform similar studies 

 

discovered 3 new Jovian satellites; Io was found to have active volcanism, the only solar system body other than the Earth to be so confirmed; 
Triton was found to have active geyser-like structures and an atmosphere; auroral zones were discovered at Jupiter; Jupiter was found to have 
rings  

Voyager2 is about to leave our solar system and is still returning data. 
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Galileo (Jupiter Orbiter)  

Launched - 10/1989 
Arrival - 12/1995  

Equipment/Experiments  

 
UV spectrometer and extreme UV spectrometer (UVS/EUVS)  

 

magnetometer (MAG) 

 

plasma detector (PLS) 

 

plasma wave spectrometer (PWS)  

 

photopolarimeter-radiometer (PPR)  

 

dust detection system (DDS)  

 

solid-state imaging (SSI)  

 

radio science: celestial mechanics (RS)  

 

Jovian atmospheric dynamics (IDS)  

 

structure and aeronomy of the atmosphere of Jupiter and its satellites (IDS) 

 

investigation of the Jovian upper atmosphere and satellite atmospheres (IDS)  

 

ground-truth analysis of radiative transfer in the Jovian atmosphere (IDS)  

 

composition of the Jovian atmosphere (IDS) 

 

thermal and dynamical properties of the Jovian atmosphere (IDS)  

 

Jupiter magnetosphere and satellite-magnetosphere interactions(IDS)  

 

organic chemistry of the Jovian atmosphere (IDS)  

 

physical processes: Jovian atmosphere and Galilean satellite surfaces (IDS)  

 

physical properties of the Galilean satellites (IDS) 

 

magnetospheric dynamics (IDS)  

 

radio science: propagation (RS)  

 

Jovian atmospheric dynamics (IDS) 

 

heavy ion counter (HIC)  

 

near IR mapping spectrometer (NIMS) 

 

energetic particles detector (EPD)  

 

formation and evolution of the Galilean satellites (IDS)  
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Goals/Accomplishments  

 
to investigate the circulation and dynamics of the Jovian atmosphere; to investigate the upper Jovian atmosphere and ionosphere; to 
characterize the morphology, geology, and physical state of the Galilean satellites; to investigate the composition and distribution of surface 
minerals on the Galilean satellites; to determine the gravitational and magnetic fields and dynamic properties of the Galilean satellites; to 
study the atmospheres, ionospheres, and extended gas clouds of the Galilean satellites; to study the interaction of the Jovian magnetosphere 
with the Galilean satellites; and, to characterize the vector magnetic field and the energy spectra, composition, and angular distribution of 
energetic particles and plasma to a distance of 150 Rj  

 

probe sent back information about the temperature, wind speeds and pressure as it descended through the clouds  

 

Galileo's original mission lasted for two and a half years; the spacecraft took incredible images of Jupiter and the larger moons during that 
time; the mission was then extended for another two and a half years; Galileo survived over twice as long as originally planned, as well as 
three times the radiation levels   

Probe, Equipment/Experiments   

 

helium abundance detector (HAD)  

 

atmospheric structure Instrument (ASI)  

 

neutral mass spectrometer (NMS) 

 

net-flux radiometer (NFR)  

 

nephelometer (NEP) 

 

lightning and radio emission detector (LRD)  

 

energetic particle investigation (EPI)  
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Ulysses (Solar Orbiter)  

Launched - 10/1990 
Arrival  (Jupiter) 02/1992  

Equipment/Experiments  

 
solar X-rays and cosmic gamma-ray bursts (HUS/GRB)  

 

cosmic ray and solar particles (SIM/COSPIN)  

 

low-energy ions and electrons (LAN/HI-SCALE)  

 

solar wind ion composition spectrometer (GLG/SWICS)  

 

solar wind plasma (BAM/SWOOPS)  

 

unified radio and plasma waves (STO/URAP)  

 

cosmic dust (GRU/DUST)  

 

magnetic field (HED/VHM/FGM)  

 

gravitational waves (radio science) (GWE)  

 

Ulysses energetic particle composition (EPAC) experiment  

 

Ulysses interstellar neutral gas (GAS) experiment  

 

coronal sounding (radio science) (SCE)   

Goals/Accomplishments  

primary mission of Ulysses was to study the north and south pole of the Sun; spacecraft first went to Jupiter, where the strong Jovian gravity helped 
redirect the spacecraft, placing it on its proper course; as Ulysses flew by the planet, instruments onboard the spacecraft studied Jupiter's strong 
magnetic field and radiation levels   
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Cassini (Saturn Orbiter)  

Launched - 10/1997 
Arrival - (Jupiter) 12/2000  

Equipment/Experiments   

 
Titan radar mapper (RADAR)  

 

imaging science subsystem (ISS) 

 

radio science subsystem (RSS)  

 

visible and IR mapping spectrometer (VIMS) 

 

composite IR spectrometer (CIRS)  

 

cosmic dust analyser (CDA)  

 

radio and plasma wave science (RPWS) 

 

UV imaging spectrograph (UVIS)  

 

magnetospheric imaging instrument (MIMI)  

 

dual technique magnetometer (MAG) 

 

ion and neutral mass spectrometer (INMS)  

 

rings and dust (IDS)  

 

satellites and asteroids (IDS)  

 

plasma circulation and magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling (IDS)  

 

plasma environment in Saturn's magnetosphere (IDS)  

 

origin and evolution of the Saturn system (IDS)  

 

aeronomy of Titan and Saturn (IDS) 

 

atmospheres of Titan and Saturn (IDS) 

 

plasma spectrometer (CAPS)  

Goals/Accomplishments  

Cassini captured incredible images of the gas giant, Jupiter and its larger moons on its way to Saturn   
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Future Missons  

Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter (JIMO) (Cancelled)  

This NASA mission proposed to orbit three of the Galilean 
satellites, Callisto, Ganymede, and then Europa. These moons 
might have subsurface oceans and possibly the ingredients for 
life. The spacecraft wast to be launched by a conventional 
chemical rocket, but once in space would have been driven by 
an ion propulsion system. The system consisted of electric 
thrusters powered by a small nuclear reactor. Ions would 
propelled out the back of the craft to provide thrust. This 
system would be used to place the spacecraft in close orbits 
about each of the three moons. The for primary science goals 
were: Study the interior structure of the three moons, study 
the evolution and current state of their surface and subsurface, 
study their habitability, and study how the various 
components of the Jovian system operate and interact. 
Possible instrumentation included a high resolution imager, 
high power radar systems, laser altimeter, and magnetic field, 
plasma, and radiation sensors.  

Due to a shift in priorities at NASA that favored manned space missions, the project lost funding in 2005, effectively cancelling the JIMO mission. 
The US president's 2006 budget request to Congress essentially cut funding for JIMO. Among other issues, the proposed nuclear technology was 
deemed too ambitious, as was the multiple-launch and in-orbit assembly mission architecture. NASA is instead considering a demonstration mission 
to a target closer to Earth to test out the reactor and heat rejection systems. The spacecraft would possibly be scaled down from its original size as 
well.  

When it was cancelled, the JIMO mission was in its early planning stage and launch wasn't expected before 2017. It was to be the first proposed 
mission of NASA s Project Prometheus, a program for developing nuclear fission into a viable means of spacecraft propulsion.  

 

Jupiter_Icy_Moons_Orbiter.jpg

   

jimo.jpg
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Jupiter Polar Orbiter (Juno)  

Launch  2010  

This mission is in a preliminary design phase, as the second in NASA s New Frontiers Program. The first 
being NASA s New Horizon s mission to the Pluto system and the Kuiper belt, which launched January 19, 
2006, and is scheduled to reach the Pluto system in 2015.  

The Juno mission will conduct a first-time, in-depth study of the giant planet. This mission proposes to place a 
spacecraft in a polar orbit around Jupiter to investigate the existence of an ice-rock core; determine the 
amount of global water and ammonia present in the atmosphere; study convection and deep wind profiles in 
the atmosphere; investigate the origin of the Jovian magnetic field; and explore the polar magnetosphere. The 
Principal Investigator for the Juno mission is Dr. Scott Bolton of NASA s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, California.     

Europa Geophysical Explorer  

Launch  2015 (Earliest)  

The Europa Geophysical Explorer Mission is a NASA conceptual mission that would examine Europa's subsurface 
oceans and searches for possible landing sites for future missions. Researches will study the 3D distribution of 
subsurface liquid water and the overlying ice layer. EGE will also examine past and current surface activities, and 
formation of surface features.        
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Jupiter Flyby with Probes   

Launch  2020 (Earliest)  

The Jupiter Flyby with Probes Mission is a NASA conceptual mission that would study Jupiter's fundamental 
properties including gravitational and magnetic fields, atmosphere, and gross dynamic and structural properties.               

Europa Astrobiology Lander  

Launch  2035 (Earliest)  

The Europa Astrobiology Lander Mission is a NASA conceptual mission that would study elemental Astrobiology 
and Geology on Jupiter's moon Europa.  
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Jupiter Activities and Lessons   

Jupiter Coloring Page 
Source: EnchantedLearning.com 
Jupiter simple.gif

  
Jupiter Coloring Page with Interior Cross Section 
Source: EnchantedLearning.com 
Jupiter_bw.gif

 

Writing a Planet Report 
Source: EnchantedLearning.com 
Writing a Planet Report.doc

 

Jupiter Find It! in Zoom Astronomy 
Source: EnchantedLearning.com 
Level: Grade 3-5 Subject: astronomy, science, reading, writing, introduction to research on the Internet 
Jupiter Find it! in Zoom Astronomy.doc

  

Jupiter: Close Activity (fill in the blank) 
Source: EnchantedLearning.com 
Jupiter Cloze Activity.doc

  

Welcome to the Planets: Jupiter 
An online interactive activity with images, text and audio. 
Maintained by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
http://pds.jpl.nasa.gov/planets/choices/jupiter1.htm

  

Storms Collide on Jupiter 
NASA's Hubble Space Telescope has captured dramatic images of two swirling storms on Jupiter as they collided to form a truly titanic tempest. 
Article released October 24, 2000. 
http://www.lessonplanet.com/search/Science/Space/Planets/Jupiter

 

Saved on Disk: Storms Collide on Jupiter.htm

  

The Great Learning Spot: Jupiter Activities 

http://pds.jpl.nasa.gov/planets/choices/jupiter1.htm
http://www.lessonplanet.com/search/Science/Space/Planets/Jupiter
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Source: The Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics 
(Source: http://hea-www.harvard.edu/scied/JUPITER/JupActivities.html) 
Astronomy in Motion Jupiter Activities.htm

  
DiscoverySchool.com - Lesson Plan on Jupiter, from Galileo Mission 
Some update may be needed for new information (number of moons, etc.) 
onjupiter.rtf

  
Thursday s Classroom  Lesson Plans 
(Thursday, September 16, 1999: Turn Left at Callisto) 
http://www.thursdaysclassroom.com/index_16sep99.html

  

Lesson Planet  Many Lessons on Jupiter 
http://www.lessonplanet.com/search/Science/Space/Planets/Jupiter

  

Observing the Galilean Moons, Peoria Astronomical Society 
Lesson 5 Observing the Galilean Moons.htm

  

NASA Radio JOVE Project 
Students build and use a radio telescope to observe Jupiter as part of an ongoing NASA project. 
http://radiojove.gsfc.nasa.gov/

  

A Simple Decametric Radio Telescope for Jupiter 
by Bob Greef 
(Source: UK Amateur Radio Astronomers, http://www.ukaranet.org.uk/uk_amateurs/index.html) 
Copy Saved on Disk: As a keen amateur astronomer used to observing visually with my.htm

  

Geometry with Jupiter and Saturn 
By Lucia M. Franco, University of Chicago 
http://astro.uchicago.edu/home/web/lucia/outreach/scipartners/teacherguide.html

  

ProTeacher.Com  Links to Site with Solar System Lesson Plans 
http://www.proteacher.com/110066.shtml

     

http://hea-www.harvard.edu/scied/JUPITER/JupActivities.html
http://www.thursdaysclassroom.com/index_16sep99.html
http://www.lessonplanet.com/search/Science/Space/Planets/Jupiter
http://radiojove.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://www.ukaranet.org.uk/uk_amateurs/index.html
http://astro.uchicago.edu/home/web/lucia/outreach/scipartners/teacherguide.html
http://www.proteacher.com/110066.shtml
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Jupiter Information Sheets and Handouts  

Jupiter Fact Sheet, NASA 
HTML File: Jupiter Fact Sheet.htm

 
PDF File: Jupiter Fact Sheet.pdf

  
Jovian Satellite Fact Sheet, NASA 
HTML File: Jovian Satellite Fact Sheet.htm

 

PDF File: Jovian Satellite Fact Sheet.pdf

  

Jupiter Rings Fact Sheet, NASA 
HTML File: Jupiter Rings Fact Sheet.htm

 

PDF File: Jupiter Rings Fact Sheet.pdf

  

Planetary Fact Sheet 

 

US Units, NASA 
HTML File: Planetary Fact Sheet - U_S_ Units.htm

 

PDF File: Planetary Fact Sheet - U_S_ Units.pdf

  

Planetary Fact Sheet  Metric, NASA 
HTML File: Planetary Fact Sheet - Metric.htm

 

PDF File: Planetary Fact Sheet - Metric.pdf

  

Planetary Fact Sheet 

 

Ratio to Earth, NASA 
HTML File: Planetary Fact Sheet - Ratio to Earth.htm

 

PDF File: Planetary Fact Sheet - Ratio to Earth.pdf
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Other Information Sheets and Handouts  

Astronomy Day 2006 
AstronomyDay2006.pdf

  
Astronomy is for Everyone 
everyone.pdf

  

Getting Started in Astronomy (Northern Hemisphere Charts) 
From the Editors of Sky and Telescope Magazine 
GettingStartedNorth.pdf

  

How to Make a Solar System Necklace 
ssnkrsrc.pdf

  

Make Your Own Star Bracelet 
starbrac.pdf

  

Meteoroids, Meteors, Meteorites, and Tektites 
MMMT-Slide.pdf

  

Moon on a Stick 
Activity Sheet, Ages 7 years and Older 
moonstik.pdf

  

Why do Stars Twinkle? 
Activity Sheet, Ages 7 years and Older  
twinkle.pdf

  

The Universe in a Piggy Bank 
A Walking Tour of the Universe 
The Universe in a Piggy Bank.pdf
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Glossary  

Asteroid  a rocky celestial body that can measure in size from a few feet to hundreds of miles across. Most asteroids in the solar system can be 
found in the asteroid belt, a region between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter.  

Atmosphere  the outer layer of gases of a celestial body.  

Comet 

 
a celestial ball of ice, originating beyond Pluto s orbit. When a comet approaches the sun, it begins to melt, creating a tail.  

Convection  an atmospheric current created by variations of density and temperature.  

Crust  the rocky outer layer of a celestial body.  

Density  the mass of a substance per unit of volume.  

Gas giant  a planet made completely, or almost completely, of gas and liquid. The largest planets in the solar system Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and 
Neptune are all gas giants.  

Gravity  an invisible force that causes all matter to be attracted to all other matter.  

Gravity assist 

 

the use of a planet s gravitational field to gain energy and speed up a spacecraft.  

Hubble Space Telescope  an orbiting observatory launched in 1990 in a joint project of NASA and the European Space Agency. It orbits 380 miles 
(612 km) above Earth.  

Magnetic field  the portion of space near a celestial body where magnetic forces can be detected. A magnetic force is an invisible force of attraction 
or repulsion between objects, especially those made of iron and certain other metals.  

Magnetosphere 

 

the region of space surrounding a celestial body that is dominated by the object s magnetic field and that traps charged particles 
from solar wind.  

Mantle  the layer of a rocky celestial object, such as a planet or moon, that lies between the crust and the core.  

Mass  the amount of material that an object contains.  
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Radiation  energy radiated in the form of waves or particles; high-energy particles found naturally in space in the form of solar wind particles and 
cosmic rays.  

Silicate 

 
any of a number of mineral compounds that contain silicon, oxygen, and one or more metals. Most of Earth s crust is made of rock 

containing silicate minerals.  

Solar wind  the stream of gas particles flowing away from the sun.  

Terrestrial planet  a planet composed of rock and metals. Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars are all terrestrial planets.  

Volume  the amount of space occupied by an object.        
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Useful Online Resources  

Association of Lunar & Planetary Observers (A.L.P.O.) 
http://www.lpl.arizona.edu/alpo/

  
A.L.P.O. Jupiter Section 
http://www.lpl.arizona.edu/~rhill/alpo/jup.html

  

Astronomy Today 
http://www.astronomytoday.com

  

Heavens-Above 
The goal of Heavens-Above is to provide all the information needed to observe satellites such as the International Space Station and the Space 
Shuttle, spectacular events such as the dazzlingly bright flares from Iridium satellites as well as a wealth of other spaceflight and astronomical 
information. Heavens-Above not only provides the times of visibility, but also detailed star charts showing the satellite's track through the heavens. 
All of the pages, including the graphics, are generated in real-time and customized for the user s location and time zone. 
http://www.heavens-above.com/

  

Hubble Site 
http://www.hubblesite.org

  

Institute for Astronomy at the University of Hawaii 
The Institute for Astronomy at the University of Hawaii conducts research into galaxies, cosmology, stars, planets, and the Sun. Its faculty and staff 
are also involved in astronomy education, and in the development and management of the observatories on Haleakala and Mauna Kea. 
http://www.ifa.hawaii.edu/

  

International Space Station Information Page 
http://spaceflight.nasa.gov/station

  

Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
(Co-Managed by NASA and the California Institute of Technology) 
4800 Oak Grove DrivePasadena, CA  91109 
(818) 354-4321 
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/

  

David S. Jewitt Home Page 

http://www.lpl.arizona.edu/alpo/
http://www.lpl.arizona.edu/~rhill/alpo/jup.html
http://www.astronomytoday.com
http://www.heavens-above.com/
http://www.hubblesite.org
http://www.ifa.hawaii.edu/
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/
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http://www.ifa.hawaii.edu/~jewitt/

  
M.A.R.S. Home Page 
The Museum Astronomical Resource Society, also known as the M.A.R.S. Astronomy Club, is sponsored by the Museum of Science and Industry 
(MOSI), Tampa, Florida. 
Email: MARSAstro@gmail.com

 
Web Site: www.marsastro.org.  

NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) 
http://www.nasa.gov

  

NASA Ames Research Center 
Moffet Field, CA  94035 
(650) 604-50000 
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/ames/home/index.html

  

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
Code 130 
Office of Public Affairs 
Greenbelt, MD  20771 
(301) 286-8955 
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/goddard/home/index.html

  

NASA Human Spaceflight 
http://spaceflight.nasa.gov/home/index.html

  

NASA Quest Home Page 
http://quest.arc.nasa.gov

  

NASA Solar System Exploration Home Page 
http://sse.jpl.nasa.gov/index.cfm

  

National Space Science Data Center 
http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov

  

Scott S. Sheppard Home Page 
http://www.dtm.ciw.edu/sheppard/

 

http://www.ifa.hawaii.edu/~jewitt/
http://www.marsastro.org
http://www.nasa.gov
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/ames/home/index.html
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/goddard/home/index.html
http://spaceflight.nasa.gov/home/index.html
http://quest.arc.nasa.gov
http://sse.jpl.nasa.gov/index.cfm
http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov
http://www.dtm.ciw.edu/sheppard/
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Scott S. Sheppard - The Jupiter Satellite Page 
http://www.ifa.hawaii.edu/~sheppard/satellites/

 
(On Disk: Jupiter Irregular Satellite Moon Page Saturn Uranus Neptune.htm)  

Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum 
Seventh and Independence Avenue SW 
Washington, DC  20560 
(202) 357-2700 
http://www.nasm.si.edu/

  

Space.com 
http://www.space.com

  

Space Science  NASA 
http://spacescience.nasa.gov

  

Space Telescope Science Institute 
http://www.stsci.edu/resources/

  

Welcome to the Planets: Jupiter 
Maintained by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
http://pds.jpl.nasa.gov/planets/choices/jupiter1.htm

   

http://www.ifa.hawaii.edu/~sheppard/satellites/
http://www.nasm.si.edu/
http://www.space.com
http://spacescience.nasa.gov
http://www.stsci.edu/resources/
http://pds.jpl.nasa.gov/planets/choices/jupiter1.htm

